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ABSTRACT

One of the modern tools used in designing of food processing equipment is the application
of mathematical modelling and computer simulations, which normally lead to optimization

of design or process parameters. One of the challenges in a successful application of
developed mathematical models in food processing by high intensity infrared is a shortage

oreven lack of certain basic parameters which describe processed product orthe process
itself. Two such essential parameters (emissivity of peas and moisture-temperature
response of peas to infrared (lR) heating) were not available in a mathematical model
developed in the Department of Biosystems Engineering, University of Manitoba, for
infrared processing of peas. The lack of these parameters hindered the validation process
and, therefore became a focus of this work.

The spectral emissivity of yellow peas in the mid-infrared region was determined
experimentally using two methods: i) reference emitter method and ii) surface response

method. Both methods depended upon the accuracy of the dynamic temperature
measurements using infrared pyrometer wíth a spectral response

of I

to14 ¡zm. The

reference emitter method was based on the relationship between emitted and reflected
energy. The surface response method was based on the fact that radiation emitted by the

sample surface is related to the temperature to the power four and is proportional to the
emissivity. The results indicated that the spectral emissivity of yellow peas was entirely

dependent on the temperature and increased with temperature from 0.7 to 0.95.
-t-

The second essential parameter determined was the moisture-temperature response of

yellow peas during micronization. Experiments were performed using

a pilot scale

micronizer. The effects of different initial moisture contents, different heat intensities, and

various other factors were investigated. Results showed that moisture-temperature
response was affected by both temperature and moisture change during the first 90s of

infrared radiation (lR) exposure and was very sensit¡ve to moisture change during the
remaining period of the lR exposure. A power function relationship was introduced and

used to describe this propefi. The developed formula was validated against the
experimentalresults and gave accurate predictions of the moisture-temperature response
of peas during micronization.

-lt-
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

lnfra-red (lR) high intensity heat treatment or micronization has been traditionally used
outside the food area for processes such as dehydration of coated films, drying of lacquer

and printing ink, and drying of paper products (Ratti and Mujumdar, 1995; Sandu, 1986).
lnfrared processing of food and agricultural products has recently been adopted in several

food processing applications, because of its superiority in terms of cost and the quality of
the product as compared with conventional methods (Sandu, 1986). The lR processing is
a quick process requiring less time then other conventional methods. Thermaltreatment

of biological materials with lR can enhance the flavor and texture, improve shelf life,
reduce the microbialcount, and add value to grain legumes and cerealgrains (Fasina et

al, 1998: Fasina and Tyler, 1997).

Most of the early experience in processing food with lR comes from USSR, USA, and

European countries. The development in the design

of infrared heaters that offer

economical and rapid methods of food products with high nutritional value has increased
the use of this technology in the past few years. lndustrialfood applications of lR include

drying, baking, roasting, thawing, and pasteurization. For most of these applications,
commercialequipment eitherexists or is in the development stage (Hallstrom et al., 1988;
Sakai and Hanzawa, 1994; Fasina and Tyler, 1997).

ln the lR process, heat is supplied from the lR source

to the material

by electromagnetic

radiation. Thermat radiation energy emitted from the radiation source passes through a
medium, which is usually air. The radiation first impinges on the surface of the material,
and then penetrates it. The absorbed radiation eventually converts to heat by interacting

with product molecules. The process, simultaneous heat and mass transfer, causes the
temperature of the processed material to increase and its moisture to decrease. These
changes alter the functionä|, chemical, and physical properties of the product. The final
quality of the micronized product depends on several factors which include: the initial
moisture content of the product, processing temperature, type of the product, and the
radiant properties of the processed product(Fasinaetal.,1998;Abe and Tabassum,lggT)

Even though there are many improvements in lR technology, the applications of lR
proeæssing are stilllimited. The limited practicaland theoretical knowledge involved in lR

processing restrains its applications. To acquire better understanding of the mechanism
involved in lR food processing, it is necessary to understand the effect of each operational

parameter involved in the process on the final product.

The complex mechanism involved in lR food processing requires the development of an
accurate method to calculate the heat transferred to the processed material and moisture
loss during lR processing. Mathematicalmodeling and computersimulation could help to

predict the temperature rise and moisture loss during the process, predict the results
before installation of a micronization system, and evatuate the performance after such

2

installation. Complete experimental design can be used to obtain the optimum combination

of the fac{ors affecting the process and also used in the validation of the developed
models ( Metzger and Muir, 1983; Abe and Tabassum, 1997). One of the most recent and
advanced research projects in the modeling of infrared radiation food processing is being

carried out at the Department of Biosystems Engineering at the University of Manitoba.

It is composed of two parts: experimental valuation of several important parameters
involve in the lR process and the development of a mathematical model to evaluate and
predict the process behaviour so that the applications of lR radiation in food processing
can be facilitated. The objectives of the present study were to carry out the experimental
evaluation of these parameters which include:

1.

Determine the emissivity of yellow peas in the temperature range of 300 to 415 K
and moisture content in the range of 10 to 30% wet basis (wb)

2.

Determine the moisture.temperature response during micronization of yellow peas
tempered to different initial moisture contents and exposed

to

different heat

intensities.

3.

Develop and validate an empirical formula that can be used to calculate the
moisture- temperature response

The experimental results are used on one hand to calibrate the developed model ( Hong,
2003) and on the other hand, to provide practical information about using the gas-fired lR
micronizer for yellow peas processing.

3

CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2-1 Basic concepts and fundamentals of infrared radiation.

lnfrared radiation was discovered in 1666 by Sir lsaac Newton, when he separated the
electromagnetic energy from sunlight by passing it through a glass prism that broke up the
beam into the colours of the rainbow. In 1800, William Herscheldiscovered energy beyond

the visible light and measured the relative energy of each colour. ln the early 1g00s,
Planks, Wien, Boltzmann, and Kirchhoff defined the quantitative data and equations to
identify electromagnetic spectrum activity and lR energy.

The electromagnetic spectrum is the term used to denote the whole range of known
radiation which are electromagnetic in character. The electromagnetic spectrum (Fig2.1)

occupies an extensive range of wavelengths extending from those of order of 19+ m
(r.e.,longwavelength broadcastingfrequencies)tothose of 1g-rt m (r.e.,shortwavelength
cosmic rays). The intermediate portion of the spectrum, which extends from approximately
0.1 to 1000¡,zm and includes a portion of the UV, visible and lR, is termed thermalradiation

and is pertinent to heat transfer (lncropera and DeWítt, 1996; Siegel and Howell, 19g2).
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lnfrared is the portion of the electromagnetic spçctrum of wavelength from 0.75 to 1000
¡zm. As with any other

electromagnetic radiation, lR can be defined by its wavelength (,t),

its frequency (v), or its wave number in a vacuum. tnfrared occupies a wave region of a

considerable width in the electromagnetic spectrum, and

it is therefore divided

into

subregions as fottows: near infra-red region (0.75 to 25 ¡.rm), and far infra-red region over
25 pm (Siegel and Howell, 1992). lnfrared waves can also be divided to near infrared (0.75

to 3.0¡zm), mid infrared (3.0 to25

¡.zm),

and far infrared region (sandu, 1986).

Allobjects with a temperature above absolute zero (-273.15"C) are continuously emitting
radiant energy in amount proportional to the fourth power of their temperature and lR is
a part of this energy. A source of radiation energy can emit radiation at allwavelengths of

the electromagnetic spectrum, but with greatly different energy levels. These waves are
generated primarily by the movement of thermally agÍtated electrons in the atomic shell
surrounding the nuclei. When a body is heated, energy is emitted at a certain rate, and the
quantity depending on the temperature of the body. The electromagnetic waves travel at

the speed of light in a vacuum and when they impinge on another surface, produce
electronic agitation and effect the energy transfer across the void (Schenck, 1959). Solid
and liquid substances at temperature below 800 K emit exclusively infrared radiation. The

wavelength at which the radiant intensity is at the maximum lies deep in the infrared
spectrum of approximately

À

.* = 3.8 øm. As the temperature

of the source increases, the

peak of the radiation intensity will shift toward a shorter wavelengths.

þ

lnfrared radiation travels in straight lines from the source. and can be reflected from the
surfaces, transmitted through materials, or absorbed by materials in its path. The physical
nature of lR and of visible radiation are identical, but they differ in their wavelength. The
radiation laws governing the light, straight line propagation, reflection and absorption, also

apply to infrared radiation. There are substantial quantitative differences in the radiant
properties of materials between the visible region and in the infra-red region.

Birth (1976) discussed how light interacts with food material and he discussed the
importance of the surface reflection, body reflection, and light scattering. For most organic

components, surface reflection accounts for about

enters the material

4o/o

of the incoming light. When light

it becomes diffused due to scattering, and it undergoes some

absorption. The remaining light leaves the material close to where it entered. Surface
reflection producesthe shine observed on polished surfaces. Bodyreflection producesthe

colors. Scattering is the mechanism which redirects the radiant energy from its origin of
propagation.

When lR is used to heat biologicalmaterials, the radiation first impinges on the surface of

the material, and then penetrates it. lf radiation is absorbed by a food product, it may be
eventually converted

to heat by interacting with product molecules. The kinds of

mechanism for energy interaction with materials are determined by the wave length of the
incident radiation. As with any electromagnetic radiation infrared is absorbed by organic
materials at discrete frequencies corresponding to intramolecular transitions between

7

energy levels. The transitions in the range of infrared energy are described by rotationat
and vibrational movements of the atoms and molecules. Rotationalfrequencies are in the

orderof 101r - 10r3 Hz (wavelength above 100 ¡zm) and vibrationalfrequencies are in the
range

of

l0I3

- 1015Hz (wavelength of 2.5 ¡,rmlo 100 ¡zm) (Rosenthal,lgg1;siegel

and

Howell, 1992; Sakai and Hanzawa, 1gg4).

2-2 lnfrared radiation properties of biologicar materials

Thermal radiation analysis consists of two parts: (i) the evaluation of radiation properties
and (ii) the solution of a heat transfer problem. The radiant properties consist of emissivity
(e), absorptivity (o), reflectivity(p), and transmissivity (r). These properties are a measure

of the tendency of a given surface or a medium to emit, absorb, transmit, and reflect
radiation. Once these properties have been evaluated, the radiant transfer probtems can
be solved to determine the net transfer of radiation energy to or from a given surface or

volume element

of mass. Radiant properties of biological materials, especially the

emissivity, are very important parameters for lR processing equipment design for food
processing (Ratti and Mujumdar, 1995). An accurate evatuation oi biological material

properties is needed in connection with the recent need for informatÍon on thermal
properties

of biological materials, infrared temperature measurements to

evatuate

uniformÍty of heating during different processing stages, and thermal imaging for quality
evaluation of food products in industrialprocessing lines (Ang and Liu, 1gg6: lbarra et al.,

1gee).

Radiation properties are used to describe

a real surface

relative

to a surface of

a

blackbody behavior. A body which does not reflect or transmit any lR energy is known as
a blackbody and is not known to exist naturally. The closest approximation of a blackbody

is achieved by a cavity whose inner surface is at uniform temperature with a small
aperture. The concept of a blackbody is used as an ideal standard of comparison with a

real body absorbing or emitting radiation. The perfect blackbody is the best possible
absorber and emitter of radiant energy at any wavelength and in any direction (lncopera
and DeWitt, 1 996). For the purpose of theoretical calculations, the radiation properties of
a blackbody are given a value of 1.0 . The radiative behavior of a blackbody follows three

fundamental laws which express: (i) the spectral distribution of the radiation, (ii) the
dependence of the wavelength radiation peak on temperature, and (iii) the dependence

of the total emitted radiation on temperature (Siegel and Howe¡1, 1992). These three
fundamental laws are: i)the Plank's distribution law, iy' Wien's displacement law, and

ir) Stefan Boltzman's law.

1.

The Plank's distribution law.

ln 1900, Max Plank derived the formula that gives the magnitude of the emitted intensity
at each wavelength. The following expression is known as the hemispherical spectral
distribution of emissive power and radiant intensity from a blackbody into a vacuum

Et,b(X,rl=ffi=nt'tø(l,T)
where:

C,

= 3.742

Cz

=

E

=

I^ø =

(2-1)

x 108 W.pma m2
f

1.439x10a pm.K
the hemisphericat emissive power, (W/m2)
radiation intensity where the subscript (À )specifies that the quantity is

spectral property of (b) a blackbody. The prime (') indicates that the
ÍadiatÍon intensity (l ) is a directional quantity. The functional notation
(

1T=

LT) refers to the variables upon which the quantity depends.

the wavele ngth (pm )

the absolute temperature of the blackbody (K)

This formula is known as the Plank's distrîbutîon. The values of the spectral emissive
power of a blackbody are plotted in Figure 2.2. Êmifred radiation varies with wavejength
and the magnitude of the emitted radiation intensity increases with increasing temperature

(lncopera and DeW¡tt, 1996)

2.

Wien's displacement law.

According to Wien's displacement law, the wavelength of the peak in the spectral radiant

from a blackbody depends on temperature

(f

), and the peak emissive power and the

intensity shift to a shorter wavelength at higher temperatures (Siegel and Howell, 1gg2).
10
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Figure 2.2. Radiation intensity of a blackbody at severa¡ temperatures (Vasko, 1968).
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1^"*.T = Cs

where:

1r"r

(2-2\

= the wavelength at which the blackbody intensity is

its maximum for

a

given temperature

Cg=

2897.8 (pm

3. Stefan-Boltzman

.K)

law.

According to this Stefan-Boltzman, the total intensity which includes the radiation for all
wavelength is determined by integrating the intensity emitted over a small wavelength
interval. The hemispherical total emissive power of a blackbody radiating into a vacuum
is then:

(2-3)

Eo = oTa

where: Eb
CI'

=

the hemisphericaltotal emissive power of a blackbody (W/m")

= (Stefan-Boltzman constant) 5.670 x 10-8 W/(m'z.K4 )

This equation enables the calculation of the hemispherical total emissive power emitted
by a blackbody simply by knowing its temperature. The behavior of the blackbody serves

as a standard with which

"

re"l radiating body can be compared. A real surface always
12

emits less energy than the blackbody and the spectral radiation emitted by a real surface

differs from that of a blackbody. ln the case of solid materials which are opaque (no
radiation transmission through the body) to the human eye, part of the lR energy striking

the materiat surface is absorbed and part is reflected. The energy flow impinging per unit
time on a unit area of a surface is called the íncident radiation or inadiation ( G¡ ) and the
total radiation energy emitted per unit area of the surface per unit time is defined as the
emissive power

lE) (Siegel and Howell, 1992').

The ratio of the reflected radiation ( Gp ) to the incident radiation ( G, ) is called the
reflectivity, P

:

p=
?

e4)

The ratio of the absorbed radiation (G" ) to the incident radiation (G¡ ) is called the

absorptivi$,.a

:

u =;-Go
(:¡

(2-5)

The ratio of the radiation penetrating through the body (G" ) to the incident radiation is
called the tranmissivity, e

:

G-

(2-6)

Gi
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The ratio of the total hemispherical emissive power emitted by a blackbody to the total
hemispherical emissive power of a real surface (

E, ) is called the emissivity (e) or to be

more exact the hemispherical total emissivity:

E.,

(2-7)

tt-b

From the radiation balance on the medium which states that:

G=Go+Gr+G,

where:

G

= the rate at which radiation is incident

(2-8)

per unit area from all direction and at

all wavelengths ( Wm z ).

From the definition of absorptivÍty and reflectivity of an opaque body (no transmission), it
is evident that:

a(Til+

where: (In

p(Tl=l

(2-e)

) = the temperature of a surface area (A).

From Kirchhoffs law which relates the emitting and absorbing ability of a body as:
14

e

(Til

= a(Te)

Equation (2-9) ¡s the most generalform of Kirchhoffs law and by substituting ç

a(T)we

(2-10)

(T)Íor

obtain:

e(Til+

p(T)=t

(2-11\

These basic equations can be used to compute one properly from another, where the
desired property can be obtained from direct measurement of another property (Birkebak,
et al. 1962). Forthese relations to be valid, it is necessarythatthe geometric and spectral

conditions be compatible for allthree properties.

The infrared properties of biological materials are dependant mainly on the physicochemical nature of the product, water content, and thickness (Sandu, 1986). Most of the
infrared radiation is readily absorbed by thin layers of organic materials or water and the
percentage of absorbed energy varies with the wavelength of the radiation. Although, the

spectral absorption of the infrared radiation is a characteristic of the entire molecule,
certain groups of atoms give rise to absorption band at varies frequencies. The lR
absorption band of chemical groups relevant to lR treatment of food are summarized by
Rosenthal (1992) and presented in Table (2.1). This Table indicates that the strongest

absoption within the group frequencies are generated bythe vibration of these molecules
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structuralgroups (wavelength

of

2.5 ¡,rm to 100 ¡zm).

Water and organic compounds such as protein and starches, which are the main
components of food materials, absorb lR energy at wavelength greater then 2.5 ¡,m.
Shuman and Stanley (1950) reported, at wavelength above 1.4 ¡tm, râdiation is almost
completely absorbed by a 3 mm thick layer of water. Between 1 and 1.4 ¡tmthe absorption
is variable and for wavelength shorter thanl .0 pm absorption by water is very low. The

absorption characteristics of water help to explain the variation in lR penetration as a
function of the wavelength.

Ginzburg (1969) investigated the effect of moisture content on the total transmissivity of
tomato paste and he concluded that the value increases from 0.55 atïlo/o moisture content

to 0.95 at 60% moisture content. Ginzberg investigated also the influence of the type of
product and the thickness on the infrared spectral transmissivity and the depth of
penetration. Table 2.2 illustrates the infrared transmission of foodstuffs to radiators having
a spectral peak less then

2.5 pm. This table shows a decrease in transmittance and an

increase in reflection occurs as the layer thickness increases. This is noticeable for
wavelengths shorter than 1 .4 pm and is directly related to the penetration depth. The
experimental results by Ginzberg have confirmed the effect of material type and the

spectral peak on the depth

of

penetration. Table 2.3 illustrates

experimental data of the variation of lR penetration depth of foodstuffs

16

a

compilation of

Table 2.1. lnfrared absorption by chemical groups relevant to food heating with infrared.
Chemicalgroup

Absorption

Relevant food

wavelength

component

ûrm)
Hydroxyl group (O - H)

2.7 - 3.3

Water, carbohydrates

Aliphatic carbon-hydrogen bond

3.3 - 3.7

Fats, carbohydrates, proteins

Carbonyl group (C=O)(ester)

5.7 - 5.8

Fats

Garbonyl group (C=O)(amide)

5.7 - 5.9

Proteins

NÍtrogen-hydrogen group GNH-)

2.8 - 3.3

Proteins

Garbon-carbon double bond(C=C)

4.4 - 4.8

Unsaturated fats

Data adapted from Rosenthal, 1992

Table 2.2. The variation of total transmissivity of foodstuffs in regard to thickness, water
content, and wavelength.
Thickness (mm)

Spectral peak(¡zm)

Total transmissivity

1

0.6-1.1

0.6-0.7

10

0.6-1.1

0.12-0.18

30

0.6-1.1

0.05

85% mc

0.5

1.0

0.55

tttc

0.5

1.0

0.91

mc
0.5
Data adapted from Ginzburg (1969)

1.0

0.95

Product
raw fruit and

vegetable
Tomato
paste

7Ùo/o

600/o

mc = moisture content.
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Table 2.3. Depth of penetration to biological materials by lR having a spectral peak of
wavelength less than 2.5

product

¡,zm

spectral peak

depth of the

pm

penetration (mm)

dough, wheat

1.0

4-6

bread, wheat

1.0

11-12

bread biscuit

1.0

4

bread biscuit

0.88

12

grain, wheat

1.0

2

carrots

1.0

1.5

raw potato

1.0

6

dry potato

0.88

15-18

raw apples

1.16

4.1

raw apples

1.65

5.9

raw apples

2.36

7.4

Data adapted from Ginzburg, 1969

1B

with regard to material type and wavelength. lt is notable that the depth of penetration of
lR into raw apple increased from 4.1 mm at spectral peak 1.16 to 7.4 mm at spectral peak
of 2.36. The penetration depth of lR at wavetength peak of 1.0 ¡,rmforgrain wheat was 2.0

mm and ít was 12.0 mm for bread wheat. This demonstrates the effect of material type on

the depth of penetration.

Sandu (1986) presented in detailthe influence of product nature and moisture content on
the infrared spectral absorptivity and transmissivity of several foodstuff and he pointed out
that mostfood products display high spectraltransmissivityforwavelength smallerthen 2.5
¡zm and most foodstutfs exhibit change in the spectral properties during processing

because of the change

in moisture content. Ratti and Mujumdar (1995) listed the

transmissivity values of selected foodstuffs and the variation of this vatue with regard to
thickness, watercontent, and wavelength. Dagerskog and Osterstorm (1979) showed that

reflection property of living plants is low for wavelengths less than 0.6 ¿rm, high for
wavelength between 0.7 and 1.4 p¿mand lowforwavelength above 1.5 pm.

2-3 Emissivity, definition and measurement

The emissivity is the radiation property of prime concern in this investigation. This

propefi

is an important parameter required in a mathematicat model developed by Hong (2003)

to predict the temperature and moisture change during the micronizatíon of biological
19

materia¡s. lt is the ratio of radiative flux leaving a real surface per unit time and area to the
radiative flux leaving the surface of a black body at the same temperature. lt specifies how

wella realbody radiates energy as compared with a blackbody (Siegeland Howell, 1992).
Different kind of materials have different emissivities, and will therefore emit lR at a
different intensities for a given temperature (lncopera and DeWitt, 1996):

Er(T

e(t) = Ebm)

(2-12)

where:

€ = The hemispherical

total emissivity of a real surface.

The notation (f ) in Eq. 2-12 is used to describe the dependance of the property on the
surface temperature. The subscripts (r;b) denote, respectively, thatthe desired properties
are for real and blackbody surfaces.

The hemispherical total emissive power of a blackbody surface can be calculated using
Stefan- Boltzman equation (Eq 2-3). The hemispherical total emissive power of a real
surface Er(T) can be calculated from:

Erff)

=e oT4
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(2-13)

$olids are usually classified according to whether they are conductor (e.9., metals) or
insulator(e.g., nonmetals). Thevalueforemissivityof solids depends on thethermodynamic

state and the geometry of the surface. Temperature and composition are the most
important thermodynamic state variables influencing the emissivity of solids. Surface
roughness also has influence on emissivityvalue. Metals usually have low totalemissivity

and show an increase in emissivity wÍth an increase in the wavefength of radiation
(Touloukian and Dewitt, 1972).

Until now, only limited amounts of data exist in the literature that provide detailed
information on spectral and total radiation properties measurement of biological materials

(Mohsenin, 1989), especially, the emissivity. The emissivity of nonmetallic solids, such as
wood, paper, cloth and other organic materials is high and in the range of 0.80 to 0.95
(King, 1987). lnformation on the radiation properties of solids can be obtained from the
thermophysical properties of matter for both metallic and nonmetallic sotids by (Touloukian
and Buyco, 1970).

Biologicalmaterials are complex mixtures of different biochemicalmolecules, biochemical
polymers, and inorganic salts and water. And the radiative behavior of these materials
depends on such factors as: composition, surface finish, temperature, moisture content,

and wavelength of the radiation (Kreith,1965; Sala, f 9S6). The biological nature of
agricultural products and the physicochemicalchanges during thermaltreatment make it
difficult to measure the radiation properties of such materials (Donovan,1979).
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Experimental data on biological material's emissivity are notfrequently encountered in the
literature. The total and spectral properties of biological materials are difficult to estimate

without experimental data. Sandu (1986) suggested that more research needs to
emphasize the total radiation properties of foodstuff, under the influence of the infrared
radiation, as a function of physical state, moisture content and sample thickness. For
approximation, typical value of emissivity of biological materials are from 0.7 to 0.9 (Arinza

et al., 1987).

As with any other radiation property, The emissivity may assume different values according

to whether one is interested in emission at a given direction, in a given wavelength, or
integrated overallwavelength and directions. This property is eithertotal, if allwavelengths
are measured at once, or spectral, if the measurement is in a nanow spectral band. This
property can also be directional

directions

(

or

Fussell et al., 1963

hemispherical ,if the property represents all possible

). Emissivity is usually measured experimentally ín a

direction normalto the surface and as a function of wavelength (Siegel and Howell, 1992).

The total hemispherical emissivity which includes all direction and wavelengths is the
quantity of primary concern for radiation energy balance and in calculating the entire energy
loss by a body.

The directional spectral emissivity is the most fundamental emissivity, because it includes

the dependence on wavelength, direction, and surface temperature. The basic definition
of this property is the ratio of emissive ability of the real surface to that of a blackbody.
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e'Ã

(),,o,p.ro)

=

E',rL,0,e,Te)

l'uQ,,o,e,Te)

Ehb(l",e,TA)

I'þ( I,TA)

(2-14)

where:
The prime (') denotes a directionalquantity. The (À,b,r) subscripts denote, respectively, that

the quantity is spectral and that the properties are for a blackbody or real surface.
The functional notation shows the variables upon which this property is dependent where
(9) is the angle measured from normal of the surface, and (i-o ) is

the temperature of a

surface area A.

The directional spectral emissive power of a black surface can be calculated as;

E'1u(

1,0,Te) =

l'¡( 1,Tl

cos 0

(2-15)

Equation (2-15) is known as Lambert's cosine law. Surfaces having radiative behaviorthat
follows this equation are known as diffuse emitters (i.e.,black surfaces) which means that
the directionalemissivity does not depend on the direction. lt is evident from this equation
that the directional spectral emissive power of a blackbody surface E'n,( l,0,TAJ does not
depend on (A) the circumferential angle and the intensity of radiation from

a ,¡( 1,T¡)
I

blackbody is independent of the direction of the emission. ln general, The directional
:

spectralemissive power of realsurfaces can depend on the direction of the emission and
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does not follow the cosine law.

The directionaltotalemissivitythat includes radiation emitted into direction (0,g) from all

wavelength can be found by integrating the directional spectral emissivity over all
wavelengths. The spectral radiation emitted by a unit surface area into all directions is the
hemispherical spectral emissivity and can be found by integrating the directionat spectral
emissivity over all directions of the hemispherical.

From Equations 2-14 and 2-15, the spectral emissive power of a real surface in any
direction is:

E'u(1,,0,Q,Tn) = I n( Å,,T)cos 0x e't (X,0,e,To)

(2-16)

The integration of Equation(2-16) over all wavelength and all direction will give the
hemispherical total emissive power

of a real surfaceE,(T). Dividing the resulted

integrated value by the hemispherical emissive power of

a blackbody results in the

hemispherical total emissivity of a real surface (Siegel and Howell, 1gg2).

,T ' E,(Til Er(Tn)
eltil=
Enïil=
ohn
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(2-17)

There are a number of different methods of measuring the emissivity of both metallic and
nonmetallic solids (Masi and Tsai, 1962: Touloukian and DeWÍtt 1972). One way of
classifying these methods is by the type and variety of data obtained. Optical methods
measure e by the radiation reflected from or emÍtted by materials. This radiation may be
either spectrally resolved or integrated. Thermal methods measure e by the temperature
or rate of change of temperature of materials. Optical methods require the elimination of,
or the control of, background radiation. Thermal methods require the evacuation to a high

vacuum of the chamber surrounding the sample of the material being measured.

Emissivity may be measured directly (radiometrictechniques) by measuring the ratio of the
radiant emissive power of a sample to that of a blackbody at the same temperature and
under the same geometric and wavelength conditions of viewing (directional emissivity).

This property is either total, if atl wavelengths are measured at once, or spectral, if the
measured is in a narrow spectral band. The different methods for measuring € are
classified by (l-ouloukain and DeWitt,

1972: Fussell et al., 1963 ) as

reflectance,

calorimetric, and radiometric methods.

2-3-1. Reflectance methods.

A basic principle of reflectance measurements is that energy form a source is incident upon

both the sample and a reference surface. The energy reflected from the reference

ís

compared to the energy reflected by the sample. Such measurements require a precisely
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known reference emissivity. Emissivity

is then

calculated from the first law of

thermodynamics and Kirchoffs law;

1- pl. = dÂ. =êl
vvhere:

px

I
êt
ü

(2-18)

= the spectral reflectivity,

=

the spectral absorptivity and

= the spectral emissivity for opaque bodies

where it is true that the

r,

spectraltransmissivity for an opaque body = g.

The spectral data obtained by reflectance techniques is very useful, if information on a
selectively radiating surface is desired. Another advantage of reflectance method is that

with the advanced of well-proven reflectance devices, quick measurement can be
performed on the material surface with

a minimum sample preparations. However,

measuring the emissivity upon reflectivity determination is due to interest in the spectral
variation of emissivity. The value obtained from reflectance techniques is total normal
emissivity, and the desired parameter in radiation energy balaneæs is total hemispherical
emissivity

The main disadvantage of emissivity determination based on reflectance techniques is the
many sources of errors. These errors are not directly related to emissivity in any simple way

and some of them are instrumental. The resufting determinations are subjected to errors
caused by influences such as contaminations. A complete evaluation of the total resultant
26

error in emissivity is rather difficult. Using the first law of thermodynamics and Kirchoffs law
(Equation 2-17),the emissivity obtained from reflectivity measurements for opaque bodies,

a

1Qo/o

percent uncertainty in reflectivity means 15% percent uncertainty in the emissivity

of surface with e = 0.4. The spectral characteristics of many materials are only slighfly

dependent upon temperature therefore, spectral data are often used

to obtain

approximation of total radiation characteristics at temperatures other than those of the
materials when measured (Gaumer et al., 1962; Touloukian and DeWitt 1972)

2-3-2. Calorimetric methods.

The material of interest is placed in a known thermal radiation environment, generally in
a vacuum. From the observation of thermal behavior of the sample and applying the law

of conservation of energy, one may deduce the hemispherical total emissivity.

ln

calorimetric technique the emissivity is measured in terms of the heat lost or gained by the
sample through radiant heat transfer. The values obtained through the measurement are

either the equilibrium temperature of a sample with known power input in evacuated
environment or the temperature time response (transient) of

a sample in a

vacuum

environment to an enclosure temperature different from that of the sample.
Calorimetric technique was judged to be superior to other methods such as reflectance or
methods, because the test procedure is relatively simple and total hemispherical emissivity

are obtained directly. The principle of all calorimetric techniques is that the sample is
thermally isolated from its surroundings and suspended inside a vacuum chamber with
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black cooled walls so that all heat transferred to or from the sample is by radiation. The
emissivity is obtained through the measurement of directly related quantities in a form of
power units (a heater imbedded in the sample), or in terms of heat loss. lf a steady state
condition is achieved, the heat input can be equated to the heat output, and the emissivity
can be retated to temperature of the sample (Equilibrium method). lf the temperature of the
sample keeps changing, the net radiation heat transferto or from the sample can be related
to the rate of temperature change, and the emissivÍty can be computed from the measured

rate of radiant heat transfer (Transient method).

Calorimetrictechniquerequiresan accurateevaluation of specÍficheat, mass, and accurate
temperature measurements. The calorimetric method is, by definition, well adapted to the
determination of the radiation characteristics of materials from cryogenic temperatures to

the elevated levels of temperature

(

-273 to 3000 K) of the materials being considered

(Masuda and Higano, 1984: Cheng, 1984 ).

2-3-3. Radiometric methods.

The radiant energy emitted bythe surface of interest is detected, and usually compared to

that emitted by a black body standard at the same temperature and under the same
geometric and wavelength conditions of viewing (directionalemissivity). From the ratio of

these two measurements, one obtains the desired value of the emissivity. Radiometric
techniques are usually preferred only at elevated temperatures and encounter detection
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problems at room temperature due to low intensity of radiation emitted by the surface . This

method provides a quick means to measure emissÍvity in a large number of samples. This
technique requires:

1.
2.

Careful calibration of background temperature

A reference emítter with high emissivity (above 0.9) to facilÍtate the measurement
of tl're reference temperature

3

The reference and the sample of interest must reach a thermalequilibrium before
test

4.
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The reference temperature must not be close to the ambient temperature.

Characteristics of infrared process¡ng.

Heat can be transferred from a warmer to a cooler body in three different ways: (i) by
conduction, (ii) convection, or (iii) radiation. ln conventional heating, the heat is generated
outside of the object to be heated and is conveyed to it by convection of hot air or thermal
conduction. Energy is applied at the surface of the object to be heated and results in a
heated surface region. The object is then heated graduallytoward the center by conduction.

The temperature of the object center and the time required to reach it depends on the
geometry and the thermal properties of the heated object. The phenomena of e¡nduction
and convqction are effected primarily bytemperature differences and to a very litfle extend
by the temperature level.
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Heat transfer by radiation does not depend on the medium and can take place even though

the two bodies are separated and placed in vacuum. Thermal radiation transfer between

two bodies depends on the difference between their absolute temperature raised to the

fourth power. The radiation interehange increases rapidly with an increase in the
temperature. Forthis reason, radiation is usuallythe controllingfactorin the heatexchange
at higher temperatures (Schenck, 1959; Siegel and Howell, 1gg2).

lnfrared processing or micronization, provides a means of applying intense heat to the
material in a very short period of time using infrared radiation. The temperature of the lR
source determines the spectral distribution

of the emitted

radiation and the maximum

intensity that can be achieved. Thermal energy in the source

is converted into

electromagnetic radiation, which travels through the medium and is absorbed by the
material to be processed, where it is transformed back into thermal energy, (Donovan,
1979; Sakai and Hanzawa, 1994).

Basic characteristics of processing by lR for food materials can be summed up as follows:

1.

It is possible to design a compast and automatic processing unit with high

controllability and safety.
2.

High efficiency of the heattransferto the food by radiation reduces the processing

time and energy cost
3.

Easy to pre-program and regulate a heating cycle for different products.
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4.

Heating and cooking is more uniform than in conventional methods (Fasina and

Tyler, 1997;Sakai and Hanzawa, 1994; Arntfield et al. 2001).

Heating of food materials with lR has been proven to be superior in terms of cost and
quality of the products as compared with conventional heating. Sandu, (1986) pointed out

the simplicity of the required equipments and easy accommodation of the lR heating with
convection, conduction, and microwave heating as another advantage of lR heating and
drying over the conventional methods.

lnfrared sources (radiators or emitters) of various sizes and construction have been
developed and constructed in manycountries. Theseequipmentarespecificallyengineered

so that most of the energy emitted is in the infrared region (Rosenthal, 1992). The main

component (the radiator) can be classified according to the following basic features
(Ginzburg, 1969).

A-

According to the wavelength of maximum radiation, dependent on the temperature
of the radiator, which are subdivided into:

1.

short-wave radiators of temperature T=1500 -1800'Cíthe maximum radíation is in
the wavelength range

of À.o < 1.3 ¡zm.

2.

Long-wave radiation, in the spectrum of which infrared rays

B.

According to the type of heating.
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À

_o tl

.j pm.

1.

Gas-fired radiators of infrared radiation may be comprised of layers of metal screens

sandwiched together, panels that are non permeable to gas, or porous ceramic panets

surfaces in which flameless combustion of gas takes place. A mixture of air and gas
supplied through the screen is ignited to produce a flame whose temperature varies from
600 to about 800"C with a maximum wavelength of about 3.15 øm. The radiant efficiency

of such radiator is typically about 600lo (Ratti and Mujumdar, 1995; Rosenthal, 1992).

2.

Electrically heated radiators include, metal sheath radiant rods, quartz tubes, and

quarÞ lamps. The infrared radiation is obtained by passing an electric cunent through a
resistance that raises its temperature. Electric generators generally have maximum
radiation at wavelength less then 1 .3 pm. The characteristics of most common used types

of lR sources are listed in a publication by Strumillo and Kudra (1gBG).

The following general requirements should be met by generators of radiation, these are:

1.
2.
3.

The highest possible energy efficiency
The minimal time required to heat the radiator to the working condition
The radiation spectrum should be stable in connection with which the radiator was
chosen

4.

The radiators should gave the most uniform energy distribution on the entire area of
the treated material.

From the literature, most of the available lR sources have their radiation peak intensity in

the wavelength extending from

I

to 5 ¡zm. Therefore, processing by infrared can be

consídered chiefly for those materials which exhibit a sufficiently high absorption of lR in
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that region. Micronization will be more efficient with greater degree of agreement between
the wavelength of the peak absorption of the material being processed, and the wavelength

of the peak radiation of the applied source (Ratti and Mujumdar,1995; Ginzburg, 1969).

The micronization process usually takes place in a partially absorbing gaseous medium.
The intensity of heat exchange in such a medium decreases because of the absorption and
scattering of the radiant heat by gases and vapor. Air is transparent, and characterized as
having smallabsorption capacity. The absorption of radiation by carbon dioxide is small at

wavelengths less then 2.4 ¡.rm, and this gas is to a large extent, transparent to lR radiation
(Ginzburg, 1969).Theeffectofradiationabsorptioncausedbywaterintheairisconsidered
negligible. The absorption of watervapordepends on thetemperature of vapor, the product
of the partial pressure of water vapoÍ, and the depth of the vapor layer. Gases and vapor

which have a selective absorption need greatthickness to absorb any major part of incident

radiation. Water vapor, which has a selective absorption, does not interfere with the
process in the spectral range of 3 to 5 pm (Merchent, lgg7).

2-5 Applications and advances of micronization in food process¡ng.

Attempts to utilize the lR energy of the sun for agricultural applications are at least several

thousands years old. Micronization or processing with high intensity lR is widely used in
non-food industries such as the automobile industry, electronic industries, pulp and paper

industry for heating and drying pumoses (Vasko, 1968; Abe and Tabassum 1gg7).
Micronization has recently been adopted for many food processing applications such as
baking, drying, thawing, pasteurization, and preservation (Sakai and Hanzawa, 1gg4:

Sandu, 1986)
inactivation

. Some of the thermal treatment

achieved with lR processing include

of toxic and anti-microbial factors, elimination of microbial and

insect

contamination, and the enhancement of the nutritional values of legume and cereal grains.

Micronization process can result in a product with reduced cooking time and lead to
desirable structuraland physico-chemicalchanges in the processed product, (Arntfield et
a1.,2001; Bellido et

al.

2003; Fasina and Tyler

,

1997;Cenkowski and Sosulski, 1gg7;

Zuilichem et al., 1985 ).

Most of the early experience within the area of food came from USSR and European
countries. Ginzberg (1969) presented several application carried out byformer Soviet Union
researchers of lR in food processing where positive results have been obtained in drying

of pasta, baking of bread, heating of flower, and roasting of cereals. Sakia and Hanzawa
(1994) listed several successful applications of baking, roasting and heating of foods by far

infrared radiation in Japan which included, baking bread, biscuits, roasting coffee, and
heating of eggs.

Dry legumes constitute an important source of inexpensive food proteins. Their
connsumption is límited due to long soaking and cooking time. lnfrared heating of lentils at

25.8%mc shortened the cooking time by 50% from 30 min forcontrolled sampleto 15 min

It was observed that micronized lentils tempered to 33% mc for 16 hours, required less

force to compress after cooking and contained increased level of gelatinized starch and
pectic acid but decreased levels of soluble proteins and neutral detergent fiber compered
to the unprocessed lentils(Cenkowski and Sosulski, 1997: Arntfield et al , 2001). A study

by (Fasina and Tyler, 1gg7') has shown that the time required for the grain to attain a
surface temperature of about 170'C with hot-air heating method (300 s) was about 10 times
of that required using infra-red heating (30 s). This supports the claim that thermalenergy,
is transferred much faster by infra-red radiation.

Fasina and Tyler (1997) investigated the effect of micronization process on the legume
seeds and cereal grains. Significant changes in the physical, chemical, mechanical, and
functional properties of five legume seeds after lR heating to 140'C for 15s resulted from
surface moisture evaporation, cracking, and kernel expansion. The report concluded that
the nutritional characteristics of legumes were improved when micronized due to reduction

of trypsin inhibitor. An increase in water absorption and superior pasting characteristics
were achieved with micronized grains and their flours.

Drying of food with infrared heat is expected to represent a new process for a production

of high quality dried food at low cost. Sakai and Hanzawa (1994) reported that a drying
apparatus equipped with lR heaters has been developed and used to dry vegetable. lt was
possible with such a dryerto reduce costs, reduce drying time, and controlthe temperature
easily. Micronization process is also used to improve digestibility of cereal grains in animat
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feed. Lawrence, (1975). Wray (f 999) demonstrated the effect of micronízation on the
digestion of the dry matter of peas. The resutts showed an lncrease in the digestibility of
the dry mattei, starch and protein.

lnfrared radiation has been suggested as a method for controlling insects in stored
product. Nakayama

et al., (f 9æ) found that focused solar radiation is suitable for

deinfestation of such products as dried fish and grains. Kirkpatrick ,(197S) demonstrated
a99o/o death rate

of Sitophilus orqae and g3% death rate of Rh¡zopeñha dominicaby

infrared radiation which increase the wheat temperature to

48.6'C. The use of lR in

pasteurization has been confirmed in some applications. lt is believed that lR inactivate
microorganisms bythermal denaturation of proteins and nucleic acid (lshino, 1986). Sakai
and Hanzawa, (1994) discussed briefly the use of lR as an efficient pasteurization method

of packaged products such sausages and boiled fish.

2€ Temperature increase and moisture loss during mícronization of
biological materials

Water is a substantial component of biological materials. Moisture held in biological
materials is in the form of free water and bound water.'Free

or

unbounded water may be

presented in one of two forms: i) funicular st3te - a continuos liquid state exists within the

porous body, ii) pendular state - the liquid around and between discrete particles is
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discontinuous so that moisture is interspersed by air bubbles (Strumillo and Kudra, 1986).
Free water has the same vapor pressure and the same latent heat of evaporation as pure

water at the same temperature. ln the funicular state, moisture removal takes place by the

capillary action until the continuous of liquid phase breaks up due to suction of air into
pores. When the material is close to bone dry state, the moisture is hetd as a monolayer
of molecules on the pore walls. lt is then removed by vapor flow. Bound water (solution in

cell walls, chemical or physical absorption) is held by the interaction force between the
water molecules and the sites of the solid material, forming a mono-layer or multilayer of
water inside capiltaries. lt has different vapor pressure and latent heat of evaporation from

that of pure water and requires greater energy to evaporate (Chen and Johnson, 1969 ).

Micronization involves the exposure

of a material to electromagnetic radiation. The

penetration of lR into the material causes rapid intemal heating and a rise in the water
vapor pressure inside the material which results in simultaneous heat and mass transfers
(Fasina et a1.,1998). Heating with lR is connected with the change of material's temperature
and moisture with time. The change of moisture content and temperature is controlled by

the heat and mass transfer mlchan¡sm between the treated material, the surrounding
environment and the inside of the processed material ( Strumillo and Kudra, 1986).

To raise the temperature of a heated material, energy must be supplied to increase the
thermal motion of the molecules. ln micronization at wavetengths in the infrared range,
heating is generated by the absoption of the electromagnetic radiation to a depth of few
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millimeters. The interior is heated by conduction and a temperature gradient between the

surface and the center always exists. During the initial stage of material exposure to
infrared radiation, radiative heat is used

to

increases the temperature and vaporize

moisture from the surface. The treated materialwillexhibit a decrease in surface moisture

content. Higher initial moisture content resufts in higher latent energy used to evaporate
moisture from the surface and causes evaporative cooling at the surface. As the process

continues, moisture from inside indÍvidual particles diffuses to the surface and establishes
a state of moisture and heat transfer equilibrium. When the amount of moisture reaching

the surface begins to decrease, the vapor pressure above the material surface also
decreases and the change in moisture content is mainly controlled by the moisture
transport which depends on the gradient in moisture concentration ( Afzal and Abe, 2000;

Ginsburg, 1969; Fasina and Tyler, 1997; Fasina et al,. 1998; Rosenthal, 1992).

Final temperature and final moisture of treated materials are influenced signíficantly by
several parameters including: infrared source temperature, which determines the spectrum

distribution of the radiation and the intensity of radiation, initial moisture content, distance
between the source and material,

and residence time of material

under infrared heat

(Fasina et al., 1998;Abe and Tabassum,1997; Sandu, 1996 ).

Fasina et al. (1998) reported experiments carried out"to studythe heat and mass transfer

during infrared heating of barley. From the experiments, it was found that the difference
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between the surface and centerof the kernels varied between 20 and 45'C during the 15s
of the infrared exposure. The values of the surface and center temperature were directly
related to the initial moisture content and significantly affected by the burner temperature
and the distance between the burner and the product. According to this paper, at the end

of 15 s of micronization, the product was at surface temperature between 100 and 150'C
and lost 2-60/o moisture content.

Cenkowski and Sosulski, (1997) found when lentils at initial moisture content of 22.5,28.5,
and 38.6% was exposed to lR for 60s, the final moisture content of the seeds were 11,13,
and 28o/o and the final temperature were measured 110, 125, and 130'C, respectively.
Fasina et al., (1998) suggested that, it is desired at the end of 10 to 60 s of lR heating, that
the product surface temperature is between 100 and 150'C and the moisture loss is

2-6,,/0.

Afzal and Abe, (2000) simulated the moisture change in barley during infrared drying and

studied the effect of the initial moisture content, heat intensity, and air velocity on the
change in moisture content. The experimental data used to analyse the kinetics of drying
was the moisture loss at specific time intervals. The drying time was significantty reduced
with an increase in lR intensity and the totaldrying time increased with the increase in the

initial moisture content.

Fasina et al., (1998) developed a mathematical model to simulate the lR heating of
agricultural crops. The developed model was validated against the experimental data on
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barley. They concluded that the change in moisture was mainly dependent on the initial
moisture content and to lesser extent on the heat intensity. The change of the kernels
temperature was effected mainly by the heat intensity.

ln lR processing studies carried out by Ginzburg (1969), the change in moisture contents
of sunflower seeds at various init¡al moisture contents were denoted by a drying curve, and

change in temperature by a heating curve. The analysis of the moisture curves indicated
that drying proceeded according to the principle of conventional dehydration. There were
two stages of drying: constant rate drying and falling rate drying. At constant rate drying,

the change in moisture content over time of sunflower seeds was lìnear. After the first
stage, material reached the hygroscopic state of moisture content on the surface and the
rate of drying started to decrease. The analysis of the temperature curves showed that the

temperature of the material was rising rapidly throughout the duration of the falling rate
period, and that the rise was more steep at the lower moisture content (Ginzberg, 1968).

Cenkowskiet al., (2000) developed a numerical modelto predictthe temperature change
of yellow peas during their micronzation. The model included the affect of such parameters

as: heat source temperature, configuration factor, product emissivity, and moisturetemperature response during micronization. The analysis of the model indicated the need
of experimental data to measure temperature and moisture response during micronzation

to fit into the model. Experimental results showed that moisture to temperature response

has a negative value due to the decrease in moisture content and the increase in
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temperature. This parameter is difficultto determine because of the small moisture change
in the initial stage of micronization and the large change in temperature as a resutt of high

heat intensity.

Hong (2003) carried out a similar study of gas-fired lR heater at the University of Manitoba

to acquire better understanding of the mechanism involved in lR food processing and to
develop a mathematical model to evaluate and predict the process behaviors so that the
application of high intensity lR processing can be facilitated. The developed model was
extended to include both a moving bed system and a stationary system. ltwas emphasized

that information on moisture-temperature response is needed to validate the model.
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CHAPTER 3

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This chapter consist of two parts. The first part describes the experimental procedure used
in measuring the emissivity of yellow peas. The second part describes the experimental
procedure forthe determination of the moisture and temperature changes, followed bythe

determination of the moisture-temperature response of yellow peas during micronization.

3-1 Yellow peas emissivity measurement.

The selection of a method to measure the emissivity required consideration of several
aspects such as: i) the low temperature range with the inherent difficulty of low energy
levels which makes the system sensitive to stray ambient energy, ii) the form of the test
material, surface geometry, materials composition, and variation in thickness which can not
be modified, and iii) the lackof suÍtable standardsforemissivity measurementof biological

materials.

Different heating rates and exposure to different temperatures can modiff the sample

emissivity. Heating a sample with lR creates a temperature difference across the sample
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depth which in turn causes moisture migration. Water vapor diffuses to the cooler region

and condensates there. lt is, therefore, necessary to deternine a value of thermal
emissivity which includes the effects of moisture migration and evaporatíve cooling
corresponding to the particular moisture content. The determination of thermalemissivity
of biological materials with high moisture content requires the use of a method where a long

period of heating is not required.

The physical propertíes of biological materials, including their low thermal conductivity,
temperature sensÍtivity, moisture content, surface condition, and thickness give rise to
severatproblems such as: thermalgradient (temperature problems), incomplete specimen
descriptions, and biochemical changes, which create problems in the measurement and
use of their thermal radiative properties over the wide range of conditions for which there

is need for data. This calls for a need to develop a measuring method with a minimum
number of assumptions which are:

1.

The test material is considered a diffuse-gray material, which means that the

spectral-directional properties is equalto the total-hemispherical properties.

2.

The temperature gradient across the pea depth has no effect on the emissivity
mêasurement.

3.

The emissivity of coated pea kernels is equal to that of the split peas.

4.

The evaporative cooling effect, which modifies the actual surface temperature,is
negligible.

5.

Test materials are opaque, which means radiant energy from the materials are
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attributable mainly to reflection and absorption (no transmission).
Since the radiation emitted by a surface is related to its temperature to the power of four
and is directly proportion to the emissivity coefficient, the emissivity measurements can be

performed by measuring the dynamic response of the sample temperature.

To measure the spectral emissivity of yellow peas, two simple methods, which depend
upon the accurate temperature measurements, were used. The first method, called the

emitter reference method measured the emissivity based on the comparison of the peas
emissivity with that of

a

blackbody under similar testing condÍtions. The emissivity was

measured during the heating process as a function of time and during cooling immediately
after heating to evaluate the temperature dependancy of the emissivity. A portable infrared
pyrometer, Type 05651-LS, Omega Engineering, Stamford, CT, with spectral response

I

to14 pm equ¡pped with emissivity compensation controlover a range from 0.01 to 0.99

in 0.01 steps was used to measure the surface temperature of yellow peas. The pyrometer

comprises a lens to collect the energy emitted by the target and an ambient temperature
compensation circuit to ensure that the temperature variation within the pyrometer due to

ambient temperature changes is not transferred to the final temperature reading. The
selective spectral responses at

8 -14 pm

help to avoid interference from atmospheric

moisture over longer period of measurements. A dial of emissivity adjustment on the
infrared thermometer was used to measure the emissivi$ by comparing the emissivity of

a reference with the emissivity of peas. At the emissivity setting of 0.99, the emissivity of
the sample was considered to be similar to that of a blackbody surface. The difference in
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the emissivity input setting on the pyrometer caused the discrepancy in the temperature

reading. For this reason, the pyrometer would register the surface temperature of the
sarnple as being different from that measured by the thermocouple

A sample of yellow peas at

10olo

.

inÍtial moisture content was spread over 12 x 2O cm tray

in multiple layers and placed under the lR emitter under the central section of the lR
emitter. The sample was cleaned to remove any dirt or foreign mater. Actual surface
temperature of peas was measured with Type Hí-K-24thermocouples. A 21 gageneedle

was used to bore a hole in pea kernels and thermocouples were inserted just below the
surface of six peas and used to measure the actual pea temperature. Extreme care was
taken to have the thermocouple tip to touch the peas surface to obtain as close as possible

surface temperature. All thermocouples and the pyrometer were connected to a data
acquisition system Omega Multiscan/1z}} (Stamford, CT)toenabletemperature readings

to be taken from both the thermocouples and the infrared pyrometer at the same time.

The sample temperature must not be too close to the room temperature because of the low

energy levels or low intensity of radiation emitted by the peas at low temperatures. A multi
lamp stationary micronizer was used to heat the peas. lt consisted of four tungsten lamps
500 W rated at12Q

V. Temperature measurements with the pyrorneterwere made

in the

area close to the region where the thermocouples were located. The infrared pyrometer
was positioned 0.60 m awayfrom the sample giving the minimum target size of about 5 cm
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in radius. The sample was heated until it reached the normal operation temperature during

the micronization process of 140"C. At the emissÍvity value set to 0.99, the temperature of

material surface registered by the pyrometer was interpreted as temperature through
Stefan-Boftzmann law (Eq. 2-3)

It is assumed that the material is opaque to infrared radiation (no transmission). The
emitted radiation by the yellow peas (Eo)came fiom the emission

(e,)

anA reflection

(E,. )Process and these two physical processes were assumed to define the

total radiant

energy emitted by the yellow peas:

Eo=Er+Et

(3-1)

the radiant energy emitted by yellow peas surface was calculated as:

(3-2)

E, ='oT!
where:

[

= the pea surface

temperature measured by the thermocouples (K)

e = yellow peas emissivity.
The energy reflected by the peas surface was calculated as:

E,= poT! = ft- e)oT!
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(3-3)

where:

f

= the surrounding or ambient temperature (K)

With the emissivity value of the reference at the 0.99 set on the pyrometer, the pyrometer
sensed the energy from the yellow peas including both the emitted and reflected radiation.

Eø=oTf
oTf

=e

_8.+8,

oT!

+

(-

e)oT!

(34)

(3-5)

The emissivity value can be calculated as follows:

(3-6)

For the measurement with the emitter reference method during the cooling process, the

micronizer was turned off and the sample was removed from the micronizer. A series of

eighteen runs were made with the same lR emitting surface temperature, exposed
distance, and exposer time. Temperature measurements were taken at 20s time interval

during cooling using thermocouples and the lR pyrometer with emissivity set at 0.gg.
Equation (3€) was used to calculate and compare the resufts with that were obtained
during heating.
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Surface response method was used as the second method for determining of the emissivity

of peas. Exactly the same procedure was followed in preparing peas for testing. Yetlow
peas of1Ùo/o initial moisture contentwere used and heated to the desired temperature. The

infrared thermometer was pointed at a spot on the material as close as possible to the

thermocouples imbedded in the peas. The emissivity value on the pyrometer was then
changed up ordown untilthe infrared thermometer indicated the sametemperature values
as the contacted thermocouples. The resulting emissivity dial reading is then equalto the

emissivity of the surface under test at that temperature and under those condítions. The
reading was recorded for future reference, This method provided quick measurements of

the emissivity in a large number of samples. Four runs were made with the same lR
emitting surface temperature, exposer distance, exposer time and emissivity input to the
pyrometer set at 0.65, 0.70,0.75,0.80, 0.85, 0.90,and 0.g5

.

To determine a value of thermal emissivity which included the etfect of moisture content,
series of experiments was conducted with lR a multi lamp stationary micronizer.Samples
were tempered to a 15, 20, and 30% moisture content, and the surface response method

was used to determine the emissivity of peas during the heating process. Four runs were

made at each initial moisture content with the same lR emitting surface temperature,
exposer distance, and exposer time.
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3-2 Moisture-temperature response determination

3-2-1 Experimental

eq

uipment.

A gas-fired micronizer system (MR2) manufactured by Micronization Company, UK was
used in my study. A schematic diagram of the experimental equipment is shown in Figure

3.1 and the specifications of the micronizer are listed in Table (3.1). The micronizer is
composed of fourflat emitters, each having a 90mm width and a 520 mm length. The four
emitters are arranged into two rows and two columns. The emitters are installed horizontally
on the top of the micronizer with their emitting surface facing down toward the vibrating
conveyor. The emitters have a porous ceramic surface which can be heated very rapidly
in 20-30s to a temperature of 600"C.

Natural gas is used as the energy source with a maximum nominal power of about gS kJ.
The accurate proportioning of airlgas mixture is controlled by a ratio adjustment screw on

the mixer. The amount of gas drawn through the mixer can be controlled and the mixture
is made richer or leaner over the entire range from 5 to 10 on the screw. A line contains a

pre-mixed air-gas connected to the lR emitters through the top of the micronizer and used

to distribute the mixture evenly into the four combustion chambers. The feeding system
consists of a vibratory feeder with a holding capacity of approximately 2b kg
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naturalgas l¡ne

<-

infrared emitters
vibrating trough

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of a lab scale gas-fired micronizer( Model MR2,
Micronization Company Ltd, UK)

Table 3.1 Specifications of the lab-scale micronization system
Parameter

Value

micronizer capacity (kg/h)

100

Maximum power (kJ)

95

Number of burners

4

Length of trough (cm)

147

W¡dth of trough (cm)

26.5

Height of bumers from bed (cm)

50
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of processed material, a control system for the flow of the processed materiat, and a
vibrating trough (1.47 x 0.26 m) on which the processed material moves and rotates as it

passes under the burners to ensure a uniform heat treatment. The processing time of the
material under the infrared burners can be varied by controlling the vibration amplitude
frequency of the conveyor or changing the conveyor slope. The system also includes an
electric control panel used to controlthe frequency

of the vibrating feeder. The operating

condition of the micronizer occurred at a constant slope of the vibrating trough set at zero

mark, feed rate controller set to 65 mark, and feed gate gap on the hopper about 1 cm
throughout the investigation.

Type Multiscan Omega/ 1z}},Stamford, CT06906, USAdata requisition system was used

to record the temperature of the micronized peas, emitting surface of the burners, trough
temperature, and ambient air temperature.

3-2-2 Sample preparation for micronization

Whole yellow peas provided by Roy Legumex of St. Jean Baptiste, MB, were used as the
test material in the present investigation. The peas were in 25 and 40 kg bags. One stage
drying proeædure was used throughout the study to determine the inÍtial moisture content
of raw yellow peas (AACC, 1995). Briefly, samples of 30 to 40 g were ground. A portion of

2 to 3 g was immediately transferred to each of three moisture dishes. Samples were
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heated for

t

h in an oven at 130"C and then transferred to a desiccator for 45 to 60 min

until they reached room temperature. The samples were then weighed to determine the dry

mass, and moisture content was calculated on a wet basis (wb) as foilows:

tnc =

100
ft.

(3-7)

where.' mc = moisture content (% wb)
Ms = moisture loss (g)

Mo = original mass of sample

(g)

The initial moisture content of the raw yellow peas was 1 1 +2o/o (wb). To obtain the desired

moisture contents of 20,25, and 30% (wb), a predetermined amount of water was added
to 25 kg of peas in a concrete mixer. The amount of water added to the peas to obtain the

desired moisture content was determined based on equation the following equation
(Amtfield et al., 1998):

M..,
w

where: Mw = mass
M

-

(M

o)@c¡

* mc,)

(100- mct)

of waterto be added (kg)

p = mass of peas (kg)

ffict = target moisture

content of the peas (%wb)
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(3-8)

ffic¡ = initial moisture content of the peas

(7owb).

The mixer was tightly covered with a plastic bag to prevent moisture loss. To obtain an
equal moisture distribution through out the entire batch of peas, the mixer was rotated for

30 min every 2 h for a total period of 16 h. After this tempering period, four samples of
tempered peas were taken for moisture content verification. Another 20 samples of about

40 g were taken and placed in sealed plastic cups to study moisture and temperature
change during the micronization process.

3-2-3 Determination of emitting surface temperature.

The lR radiating surface is made of porous ceramic plates coveríng a combustion space
inside which a flameless combustion of the airgas mixture takes place. An increase in
temperature of the emittersurface is obtained by increasing the amount of the injected gas
in the primary gas-air mixture by changing the

airgas mixture vatve overthe range between

5 to 10. The intensity of radiation can be increased with the increase of the plates surface

temperature which can be heated to approximately 600 - 880"C depending on the airlgas
ratio. Three sets of experimentswere carried outto measurethetemperature of thesurface

of the ceramic tíles

at

5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 lever of airþas míxture.
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Type HH-K-24thermocouples were attached to an Omega Multiscan/1200 (Stamford, CT)
data acquisition system and used to measure the emitting surface temperature of the
ceramic tiles. The thermocouples were attached to the ceramic plates at eight different
locations

(\ - Tr) in a configuration

Ceramic tiles have

a

shown

in

Figure 3.2.

surface that does not make a

thermocouples. For this reason, Type Rugged

good physical contact with the

lR pyrometer (oS6s1-LS, omega

Engineering, Stamford, CT) was used to confirm the temperature readings from the
therrrlocouples. The lR pyrometer shown in Figure 3.3 is equipped with a semiconductor
laser for instant identification of the target being measured. lnfrared radiation from a
measured surface is collected from the surface and focused onto an infrared detectorwhich
converts the radiation to an electric signal. The sígnal is amplified and displayed on a liquid

crystal readout. The indicated temperature reading by the pyrometer is corrected for the
measured object emissivity. An emissivity value of 0.82- 0.85 for the ceramic tile was used

to preset the lR pyrometer using the compensation control on the side of the pyrometer
before measuring the temperature.

The ceramic tiles surface temperature was measured without the micronized material
(peas) being present to avoid the effect of moisture evaporation and radiation reflected
from the peas during the process. The ceramic tiles close to the micronizer ouflet were
scanned with lR pyrometer by aíming the laser beam to individual points O1-
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Figure 3.2 Thermocouples pos¡t¡on during em¡tter surface temperature measurement and

sample positions during micronization of yellow peas
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Figure 3.3 Schematic diagram of infrared pyrometer ( 05651-LS, Omega Engineering,

Stamford, CT)
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shown in Figure 3.2. The field of view at target distance of 60 cm allowed measurements
of a target size of about 5.0 cm in diameter. Three experiments were conducted at each
air-gas ratio of 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0. The average value of the emitters surface temperature
was taken as the emitting surface temperature and used to calculate the heat intensity that

corresponded to the setected airlgas ratios.

3-24 Determination of trough coverage.

Peas in general have a shape of spherical particles. When peas are moving on a vibrating
trough, the area under the emitting surface is partially occupied by the peas and a certain

fraction of the area is occupied by a space between the kernels. The ratio of the area
covered by the processed material (peas) setting on the vibratory trough to the total area

of trough is considered as trough coverage. The coverage rate mainly depends on the
mass flow rate of the material, which can be varied. The efficiency of the micronization
process increases as the coverage rate increases where most of the emitted energy is
absorbed by processed material. tt is also an important parameter in the calculation of the

total heat flux reaching the processed material surface.

The coverage rate was measured using an aluminum tray that had the same size and
shape as that of the vibratory trough. The tray was fitted tight inside the vibratory trough
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and the peas were allowed to pass through the aluminum tray. After a constant flow of peas

was observed, the micronizer was shut off and the aluminum tray was removed from the
micronizer. The peas were then moved together in a dense layer and the portion of the
aluminum tray covered by the peas layer was measured. Knowing the total area of the
aluminum tray and the area covered by the yellow peas, the coverage rate was expressed
AS:

,A^
g_

(3-e)

At

where: ú =

the coverage rate (%)

A, = the area of the trough covered by peas (m 2 )
At

= total area of the trough (m2 )

The experiments were conducted in triplicate with peas at three different initial moisture
content of 20, 25, and 3}o/o. Result were averaged for each series of experiments and
used as the average trough coverage in calculation.

3-2-5 Measurement of mass flowrate.

During operation of the micronizer, peas are fed onto vibratory conveyor through the
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vibratory feeder. The material undergoes changes in mass as it passes beneath the

infrared burners due to moisture evaporation. The amount of moisture evaporated is
depend on the initial moisture content, the intensity of radiation, and the residence time.
Experiments were performed in triplicate with peas at three different initial moisture content
and three different heat intensities. Mass flowrate of peas or a wet base flow of processed

materialwas measured atthe end pointwhere the material exited the micronizer collected
over 3 min interval. Average mass flow rate (kg/min) was also measured by dividing the
total mass of material collected at the micronizer exit by the total amount of time needed
to complete the micronization process of the tempered experimentalsample. Knowing the

total mass of the peas prior to processing, the total mass of the experimental sample after
processing, and the initial moisture content of the processed peas, the dry mass flowrate

of peas was then calculated as follows:

ffid=

where tn6

-

mc =
mw =

m*(100

- mc)

100

(3-10)

dry mass flowrate of peas (kg/s)
initial moisture content of peas (% wb)
wet mass flowrate of peas (kg/s).

ln each series of experiments, samples were micronized under identical operation condition

The slope of the vibratory conveyor was at zero mark, the feed rate controller was set to
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65, and the distance of the feed gate gap was set at 1.0 cm throughout the experiments.

3-2-6 Measurement of residence time.

The vibrational motion of the bottom trough conveys and turns the peas frequently as they
pass under the burners. Visual observation of yellow peas flow shows that seeds tend to

bounce fonruard and backward as they travel along the vibrating trough. The time that
individual seeds spend under the infrared source vary. The variation of residence time is

most likely to cause a variation of the end product temperature.

To study the residence time distribution of yellow peas during micronization, twenty black

painted peas were dropped at the feed inlet all at once and allowed to travel along the

trough length. Visual observation was used to monitor the outlet of peas flow from the
micronizer untilthe twenty painted peas had exited the micronizer. A stopwatch was used

to measure the individuat residence times of each painted pea passing under the burners
along the vibrating conveyor bed. A series of experiments were performed in triplicate with

peas at three different initial moisture content of 20,25, and 30% mc. All experiments were

conducted at a constant feed rate at 0.65 and constant conveyor bed slope atzero mark.
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Once the residence time of each single kernel had been recorded, the average residence
time for each trailwas derived. Knowing the trough length and the average residence time

of peas, one can calculate the average traveling velocity of peas as following:

* __ L
'"u" - ,^r"

where:

t"u.

= average residence time (s)

v uru =

L

(3-r 1)

=

average velocity (m/s)

trough length (m)

The average traveling velocity of peas can be used to estimate relative positíon of peas on

the conveyor bed under the burners at any given time during prdcessing.

3-2-7 Determination of moisture content during micronization.

lnformation on moisture change during micronization was needed in connection with the
investigation of the effect of initial moisture content, the intensity of radiation on the test
material, and the magnitude of moisture change during micronization. The obtained data
were used to calculate the moisture-temperature response during micronization of peas at

three different initial moisture contents and exposed to three heat intensíties.
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Before each experiment, the micronizer burnerc were lit and allowed to reach a steady state

condition (approximately 20 min). The moisture change during micronization was
determined for peas at an initial moisture content of approximately 20, Zl,and 307o (wb)
with the airþas adjustment screw set at the 5, 7.5, and 10 level. The pretempered peas
were fed onto the vibrating trough via the vibrating feeder and used as a background during

the process. Two meshed cages 10 x 10 cm constructed from stainless steel material
similar to the bottom trough, and affixed to a wooden dowel were used to hold the samples

at a fixed position under the emitter to detiver a constant configuration factor and heat
intensity.

Samples of about 40 g taken from the tempered batch were placed in each
þox and held
inside the micronizer approximately 35 cm from the outlet of the vibrating trough Figure 3.4.

A refleclive high-temperature tape was used to cover the wooden portion of the dowel to
lower its exposer to lR. The coverage rate of the bottom of the cages was approximately
48o/o and was simitar

to the coverage rate of the real processing condition when the

tempered peas were allowed to run as a background on the trough.

samples were micronized at 30 s intervals, from 30 to 150 s. Each trail consisted of two
samples being micronized at the same time. Two trails were performed for each time
interval at any given initial moisture content and heat intensity. The micronized samples
were collected in sealed plastic cups and allowed to set for almost 24 htoreabsorb the
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Ceramic tife

.+
35 cm

Vibratory,

Figure 3.4. Materialflow direction and sample position during the moisture change
determination
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moisture which evaporated from the peas inside the cup afterthe micronization. Afterthat,
moisture of the micronized peas was measured using the two-stage method followíng the

AACC standard procedure (AACC, 1995). Briefly two representative 15 g samptes were
taken from each trail placed in a moisture dish on the top of heated oven for 16 h to reach

an equilibrium with the surrounding air. Samples were cooled to room temperature and
weighed to determine loss in mass and recorded as moisture loss due to air drying:

moisture /oss ln orams
ongnalmass oÍ sampþ

Mt=#x100
'

where:

M

(3-12\

t = moisture loss due to air drying (% wb)

After air drying stage, a 2 g portion of grinded and air-dried samples were taken from each
trail and used to determine the final moisture content of the micronized sample using the
one-stage procedure previously described.

The total moisture content after micronization was calcurated as:

%Total mioisture = Mt

where:

fr =

*

(100- M,)x B

(3-13)

100%

pêrcent moisture loss as determined by oven-drying
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(o/o

wb)

The experiments were designed to observe the joint effects

of

heat intensity and initial

moisture content on the system output. The data obtained from these experiments
were
averaged and plotted over time. A functional relationship of moisture change (dM/dt) of
peas during micronization was obtained using the regression of the
averaged experimental

data of moisture change with respect to processing time.

3-2-8 Temperature measurement during micronization

Temperature measurements of material and enclosure surfaces is needed in connection
with the investigation of the effect of process factors such as; heat intensity effect
on final

temperature and moisture content, moisture and temperature change, and temperature-

moisture response during micronization. Biotogical materials tend to emit and absorb
radiant energy within a thín layer of approximately few millimeters. Their interior
is heated
by conduction and, therefore, a temperature gradient between the surface and
the center

of a product occurs. The different between surface and center temperature is depend
on
the initialmoisture content, heat intensity, materialtype, and micronization time. peas
are
sphericalobjects and have a thickness of about 5mm. Due to high intensity and long
time
of exposure, it was assumed that the center temperature was equal to that of the
surface.

Before the experiment, the micronizer was allowed to warm up to a steady operating
condition. Six thermocouples (type HH-K-24 ) were attached to a wooden dowel
and each
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thermocouple was inserted into one pea just below the surface. Peas attached to the
thermocoupfes were separated from each other by about

2 cm and held inside the

micronizer. The temperature of the peas was measured at a fixed position 40 cm from the
end of the trough (Figure 3.4) and 12 cm from the lR emitterfor 150 s. The kemel location

was selected to maintain constant heat intensity for a specific configuration factor.

Temperature readings from the thermocouples were automatically recorded every 2 s with

a data acquisition system (Omega Multiscan/ l2OO.Stamford, CT06906, USA). Threetraits
were performed with peas at each initial moisture content

oî

20,25, and 30% with three

different heat intensities at airlgas mixture set to 5,7.5, and 10 level. The recorded
temperature data were acquired by a computer system and then the results for each set

were averaged. The temperature change (dT/dt) was determined as a function of the
micronization time by the regression analysis

of the average temperature of

the

experimental data.

3-2-9 Determination of moisture-temperature response during micronization

of yellow

peas.

The value of the moisture - temperature response or (dM/dT) is needed in connection with

the attempt to develop and validate a mathematical model to predict the temperature
change during the micronization process of yellow peas. This unique property of the

processed product describes the ratio of moisture change with time with respect to
temperature change with time during micronization. To calculate the moisture-temperature

gradient value, the change in moisture (dM/dt) for yellow peas at20,25, and 30olo initial

moisture content was obtained in relation to the processing time using a graphical
differentiation. The change in temperature overthe micronization time (dT/dt) was obtained
at various initial moisture contents and heat intensities by the regression of experimental
data and by the derivation with respect to the micronization time. The value of a moísturetemperature gradient (dM/dT) was obtained by dividing the moisture change (-dM/dt) by the

temperature change (dT/dQ. Therefore, the moisture-temperature response can be
described as a function of processing time:

dM
dT

ldT
_dM t_

dt/

dt

where: dMldt = moisture change duríng micronization (%/s)
dT/dt = temperature change during micronization ('Cls)
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(3-14)

CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4-1 Yellow peas emissivity measurements.

The emissivity is a surfaeæ property. Because the physical properties and chemical
composition of peas change with heating, the emissivity value is expected to change too.
Both the reference emitter and surface response methods were used to investigate the

variation of emissivity as a function of temperature and moisture content. Temperature
effect on emissivity variation was investigated during the heating and cooling as a function

of time. The effect of moisture content effect was investigated using reference emitter
method during heating.

A total of 18 samples at

1Ùo/o

initial moisture content were tested using the reference

emitter method during the heating and cooling. Each sample was tested over approximately

the same time and the same temperature range to establish a trend in the change of
emissivity with temperature. For measuring emissivity with the reference emitter method,
the lR pyrometerwas set to 0.99. Simultaneous temperature measurements were obtained
at equal time intervals during the heating process. Room temperature of about 26"C was
sen"sed by a thermocouple.
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Figure 4.1 shows a typicaltrend of a temperature reading bythermocouples and pyrometer

during heating. From Figure 4.1 an offset between the lR pyrometer and thermocouples
temperature is observed because the emissivity of peas is less then one. Temperature
readings with lR pyrometerwere obtained every 10 s for 5 min during heating. The reading
from thermocouples were averaged and the best fit line was generated (Figure 4.2). Some
difficulty arose in testing peas overthe design temperature range because of the changing

characteristics of surfaces as the samples were heated to

a

temperature higher then

120'C. Pyrometer re'adings showed noticeable sudden increase in temperature. The
fluctuation of temperature produced emissivity values higher then one in some tests. For
this reasons, tests which believed to include excessive erors in temperature measurement
by the pyrometer were excluded.

The spectralemissivitieswere calculated foreach sample according to Equation 3-6. Table

4.1 shows the average temperature and average emissivity obtained during heating and
the plot of the results is shown in Figures 4.3. The value calculated for a temperature of 2T
oC

was 0.74. lt can be noted that emissivity started at 0.75 then held below 0.80 at

temperature approximatelyTS"C. The highestvalueof emissivÍtycalculated fortemperature

of 100 "C was (0.96). The over alt increase in spectral emissivity during heating from 0.27

to 100"C was almost2ío/o. The reference emitter method was also used to calculate the
emissivity of peas during the cooling period immediately after heating.
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Figure 4.1 Thermocouples and lR pyrometer temperature with respect
to time during spectral emissivity measurement of yellow peas
using reference emitter during heating.
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Figure 4.2 curvefitting for the temperature during spectral emissivity
measurement of yellow peas using reference emitter method
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Table 4.1 Average temperature and spectral emissivity of yellow peas measured
with the reference emitter method during heating process

Terperature,

(oC)

En¡'ssivity

27

0.74

49

0.75

58

0.76

69

0.79

83

0.84

91

0.91

100

0.96
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Figure 4.3 Variation of spectral emissivity of yetlow peas at 10o/o tTtc
during heating measured with the reference emitter method.
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Samples took a longer time than heating to be cooled to a temperature close to room
temperature. Temperature readings were taken every 20

s

during cooling. As during

heating, the emissivity of the pyrometer was set to 0.99. The temperature readings of
thermocouples and the pyrometer were plotted as shown on Figure 4.4. Temperature
readings were averaged and the best fit line for pyrometer was generated as shown on
Figure 4.5. The representative emissivity for each time point was obtained by averaging
values for three samples.

Table 4.2 shows the average temperature and averagg emissivity obtained during cooling.

The results are plotted in Figure 4.6. The value calculated for a temperature of g5 oC was
O.g2.lt can be noted that emissívity started at 0.92 then started to decrease as temperature
decreased. The lowest value was 0.70 at temperature of 45"C. The overall decrease in the
emissivity value was aboul2O%.

The results obtained by the reference emitter method clearty show that the emissivity of
yetlow peas is dependent on the surface temperature. lt may be noted from the results that

the emissivity values are quite within the range of the estimated values given in the
literature (Arinze et al., 1987) between 0.70 to 0.95. The overall average of yellow pea
emissivity during heating and cooting within the operating conditions used in the test was
0.85. This value is lowerthen the generalapproximation of nonmetallic materialemissivity

of 0.96 suggested by Ratti and Mujumdar (1995).
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measurement of yellow peas using the reference emitter method
during cooling.
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Table 4.2 Average temperature and spectralemissivity of yellow peas at 10% mc
measured with the reference emitter method during cooling process

Tj¡ræ (s)

à
.¿

Temperature

('C)

Emissivity

0

95

0.92

100

u

0.89

200

75

0.85

300

67

0.81

400

62

0.77

500

56

0.72

0'8

U'

.o
E

o

6

0.6

()
o
o-

ct) 0.4

50

55

Figure 4.6 Variation of spectral emissivity of yellow peas during
cooling process measured with reference emitter method.
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To account for moisture content effect, samples of yellow peas were tempered to
approximately 20 and 30% initial moisture content and heated for a 400 s to about 12OC.

The reference emitter method was used to evaluate the tempered peas emissivity only
during heating.

Figures 4.7 and4.8 showthe average temperature and average emissivity obtained during

heating of peas at20 and 30% mc, respectively. As may be seen from these results, the
emissivity value of peas changed as temperature was increased. There is a noticeable
increase in the emissivity for both moisture contents. Each test shows an increase of
emissivity from 0.65 to 1.0 for peas

at

20% mc and increase from 0.60 to 1.0 for peas at

30% mc. This increase was not attributed to the increase of moisture content because the
emissivity value at30%mc increased in a way that produced results similar to that at2Oo/o
mc.

As tests run at higher moisture content, it become evident that either the thermocouples
or the pyrometer were not giving a true temperature readings. The reason might be the

effect of evaporative cooling of moisture on the thermocouples reading or the radiation
absorption by water vapor which can effect the pyrometer readings. lt was confirmed that
the assumption made previously on neglecting the evaporative cooling effect on emissivity
was false at high moisture contents but not for peas with moisture content below 10yo mc.
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Figure 4.7 Variation of spectral emissivity of yellow peas at20o/o mc
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during heating measured with the reference emitter method.
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lndependent measurements of emissivity using the surface response method were
conducted. The emissivity of the pyrometer was set to 0.65, 0.75, 0.85, and 0.g5. The
measurements were performed during heating and cooling with peas at approximalely 10%
mc and only during heating with peas

at2}, and 30% mc. When the thermocouples and

pyrometer gave a similar temperature reading, the emissivity setting on the pyrometerwas
considered to be the yellow peas emissivity.

These experiments were useful in comparison with the reference emitter method. Figure
4.9 shows the results obtained when the emissivity input was set to 0.85 on the pyrometer
and the experimentwas done during heating. From Figure 4.9, the pyrometertemperature

readings were lower than the reading from the thermocouples untilthe sample temperature
reached 80"C. Both readings become almost identical between 80 and 90'C. After which

the pyrometer reading was greater than that of the thermocouples. This validates the
results obtained by the reference method for which the emissivity value was smaller than

0.85 at the pea temperature less then 80'C and greater than 0.85 when the pea
temperature was higher than 90"C. The details of the measurements with the surface
respond method are lísted in the Appendix B.

A

general trend in the increase and decrease of emissivity value with respect

to

its

temperature and moisture content have been established because of the number of runs
that show similar results. The yellow peas showed an increase in emissivi$ value as pea
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temperature increases and a decrease ín emissivi$ as temperature decreases.

Errors in surface temperature measurements plus other errors due

to low thermal

conductivity, temperature sensitivity, moisture evaporation, and surface condition create
problems in the emissivity measurement. Since both methods were based on the precision

at which the temperature is measured, a discussion on the surface

temperature

measurements seems appropriate. The error in temperature measurements is believed to
be of great significance. Placing a thermocouple right under the seed coat to measure the

surface temperature is a difficulttask. Evaporative cooling at high moisture content caused

errors in temperature measurement. A local variability of a heat distribution and a low
thermal conductivity of peas cause a temperature gradient, which results in an incorrect
emissivity measurement. The limited spectral response of the pyrometer at

I to14 pm can

be considered a source of enor because the pyrometerdoes not sense the emitted energy
at wavelengths out of the mentioned spectrum. This is especially true at low temperature

where most of the emitted radiation is at longer wave lengths. Changing air conditions give
deviation in the radiation heat flux and temperature measurements because of convective
heat transfer. The effect of radiation absorption bywater vapor in the air can be considered

as a source of error too. The absorptivity of water vapor depends on the temperature of
water vapor, partial pressure of water vapor, and the depth of the vapor layer. At a high
moisture content and large separation distance between the pyrometer and the radiating
surface of peas, the vapor layer may be enough to absorb part of the incident radiation.
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4-2 Moisture-temperatu re response

4-2-1 Emitting surface temperature.

The emitters surface temperature determines the intensity of radiation and the energy
transmission eff|ciency. The output of lR energy of the micronizer increases as the emitting

surface temperature increases. The emitting surface temperature varies as a function of

the proportioning of the airlgas mixture drawn through the mixer. The airþas ratio

is

controlled by the adjustment screw on the mixer over a range from 0 to 10. ln this study,
the surfacetemperature of the emitterwas measured atthree different levels (5.0, 7.5, and

10.0) of the airþas mixture. At airlgas mixture less then

5.0 the flame could not be

sustained and the burner was extinguished. For this reason, the level 5.0 was chosen as

the minímum level.

The porous surface of the ceramic tiles was heated very rapidly (in

24

min) to about

550"C, reaching more then 80% of the maximum operating temperature at all airlgas
mixture ratios. The emitter then took approximately 15-20 min to reach the maximum
operating temperature or to heat to a level comparable to steady-state conditions. Figure
4-10 shows the results, where the emitter surface temperature was measured with air/gas

mixture set at 7.5 level. The average temperature associated with the thermocouples
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positioned on the emitter surface T1 to T8 (Fig 3.2) with the airlgas adjustment screw

regulated to the 7.5 level was 730

t

100 "C. Temperature readings show a large

discrepancies between the reading associated with

Tl

and T5 and the otherthermocouple

readings. There coutd be severatreasonsforsuch discrepancies:

r)

the developmentof hot

spots or the heating of individual parts of the emitting surface to different temperatures due
to poor distribution of the mixture inside the combustion chamber,

make a good physical contact with the ceramic tile surface

,

iii)

ii)

thermocouples did not

lhetip of thermocouptes T1

oxidized giving lower readings. Problems associated with temperature measurements using

thermocou ple were observed th roug hout all experiments.

To avoid problems associated with the thermocouple measurements, a series of

g

experiments was carried out to measure the emitting surface temperature using the
infrared pyrometer at 5.0,7.5, and 10.0 airþas ratios. Table 4.3 presents the variation in
temperature registered by the infrared pyrometer as a function of airlgas ratio. The average

emitting surface temperature measured at different airþas ratio has a variation of 70 "C.

The average trough temperature measured 35 cm from the micronizer ouflet using
thermocoupleswere 112,117,and126"Cforairlgasratiosof5.0,7.5,and10respectively,

The average temperature was used to calculate the radiant energy emitted

by

emitte( E" ¡ according to Stefan-Boltzmann law as follows:

E" = 0.83oT!

(4-1)
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Figure 4.10 Trough and ceramic tile surface temperature measured with
thermocouples during micronization of yellow peas with

air/gas ratio set at 7.5.
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where:

I"

= temperature of the emitter (K) and the coefficient 0.83 is the total emissivity

of ceramic tile surface. This value of emissivity provided by the pyrometer manufacturer
and it was used to preset the lR pyrometer for the measurement of the emitter surface
temperature at the three different airlgas ratios.

It was expected that the emitting surface temperature inireased as the airþas ratio
increased. lncreasing the amount of gas input in the airlgas mixture showed a limited effect

on the emitting surface temperature. The average temperature increased from 6g6 to
755'C and the total emissíve power increased only from 41kWm2 to 53 kWmz as shown
in Table 4.4.The limited change of heat intensity was probably attributed to the low gas

pressure in the supply line. ln addition, the effect of increasing the amount of gas in the

airþas ratio was probably not as dominant as the emitter surface and gas types. lncreasing
the amount of gas in the mixture beyond the optimum proportioning did not necessarily
result in large temperature difference. The maximum temperature (810 'C) obtained with

gas-fired micronizer used in this study was in good agreement with that listed in the
literature-around 900'C for such equipment (Ginzburg,

1969).

,

4-2-2 Heat intensity calculation.

The radiation emítted by a surface in any direction is defined in terms of intensity. The
emission in any direc-tion and per unit time, per small wavelength interval,and per unit
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Table 4.3. Temperature associated with the thermocouples positions on the ceramic
tiles with air/gas mixture set to the levels 5.0,7.5, and 10.

Temperature, ('C)
thermocouple
position

air/gas level 5.0

Air/gas level 7.5

Airþas level 10

1

672

715

740

2

688

745

761

3

713

760

780

4

737

775

,8r0

5

655

690

710

6

674

715

722

7

710

736

745

I

722

750

770

Average

696

735

755

Trough

102

112

117

Table 4.4.The total radiant energy associated with the emitters

at airþas mixture set

to the levels 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0.
average

Totalemissive

temperature, ('C)

power (kWm'z)

5

696

41

7.5

735

49

10

755

53

Airþas level
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elemental projected surface area is called the spectral intensity. The emitted radiation per

unit of time per unit of projected surface area which includes all wavelengths in any
direction is called the total radiation intensity and can be expressed as:

I= 9oTa

(4-2)

tr

The emission that includes allwavelengths into all direction per unit of actual surface area
is called the totalemissive power, and can be calculated using Stefan-Boltzmann law and

the emissivity of the emitting surface as follows (Siegel and Howell, 1992):

(4-3)

E =e oTa

this quantity

is

related to intensity as:

E=rI

(44)

E = the emitter hemispherical totalemissive power (Wm'?)
I - the emitter total intensity (W/m")
e = theemitterhemisphericaltotalemissivity.
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Knowing the spectral and directional distribution of the radiation intensity allow us to
compute the total heatflux associated with emission in all directions and at allwavelength.
Total heat flux allows us to calculate the rate at which the radiation emitted by any surface

propagates over the entire hemisphere and over all wavelengths. On the one hand, it is
easy to compute the radiation intensity or the emission associated with the emitters, simply

by knowing the emitter surface temperature and total emissivity. On the other hand, the
heat flux associated with the processed material is very comptex to calculate.

As the micronization process begins, a complex radiatíve heat exchange between the
radiation source and surrounding occurs. The lR that leaves the emittersurface is partially
absorbed, reflected, and re-reflected backandforth betweentheenclosureandtheemitting

sudacewith partial absorption each time the radiation comes to contactwith the micronized
material. A large portion of the emitted radiation will reach the bottom trough where part of
it is absorbed or reflected. This portion is mainly dependent on the coverage of the bottom

trough by the processed material. Part of the radiation reflected by the bottom trough will
be absorbed by the processed material. A small portion of the emitted radiation will be
dissipated into the enclosure or into the open area of ambíent air. lt is difficultto foltow such
a complex process and requires the development of energy and mass balance equations

capable of describing the micronization process.

ln order to calculate the total heat flux on the processed material surface,
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several

assumptions were made:
1.

Allthe surfaces including the processed material are diffusegray which means the
directional properties are independent of the direction and the spectral properties
are independent of wavelength but not temperature. Under this assumption, and

from Kirchhoffs law for a diffuse gray surface, the directional-spectral and the
hemispherical-total values of absorptivig and emissivtiy are all equal.
2.

The processed material is opaque, which means, there is no transmission of the
absorbed energy.

3.

Only incoming energy is calculated, which means the net heat exchange between

the material and the other surfaces (outgoing radiation from processed material) is
not included. lncoming radiation includes the heat flux coming from the emitter and
reaching the processed material surface, heat flux coming from the open area
surrounding the materials, and heat flux coming from the bottom trough and
reaching the processed material.

The portion of lR energy emitted from the burner's surface that impinges onto the pea
surface mainly depends on the configuration factor (CF) orthe view factor (the fraction of
radiation energy leaving the emitting surface and arriving at the surface of the processed

material). The values of the configuration

factor for the micronizer (model, MR2,

Micronizatíon Company Ltd. UK) along the trough have been numerically calcutated by

Hong, (2003).

A contour-integration method was used to develop a

mathematical

expression of the configuration factor. The emitter of a rectangular shape and area
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('4r)

was divided to four sections. The value of the configuration factor for a control volume was
obtained as the summation of each boundary section of the emitter area as follows (Hong,
2003):

Fa,-r= Fh-z+ F#-z+ FJll-t+

(4-5)

FJY-z

where:

I,II,III,IV =
IL d1-2
tcld1-2

boundary sections of the emitter of area

(A2)

the CF from a dífferential element of (dAt)to a finite area (
the CF from ( d¡o)- to the boundary (1) on the emitter
rest terms with subscnpts

il,ilI,and ¡l/ represent

l

$l

Az)and the

the other

boundaries.

The resulting formula consists of four terms of double integration (Equation 3-51 Hong,
2003). The derivation of the finalequation is done bythe integration of the above equation

overthe êntire width of the trough. The Guass-quadrature numerical method with sampling
points

flg*

5 to 20 points was used to solve the integration numerically. The summation

of the configuration factor of each boundary is used to calculate the configuration factor.

The numerical value of the configuratíon factor decreases as the separation distance
between the emitter and the processed materiat increases. ln the range of 30 to120cm of
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the trough length and a separation distance of 0.12 m, the configuration factor was in the
range of 0.63 to 0.67 (Hong, 2003). ln the present study, the experiments for moisture and

temperature change were performed with yellow peas separated at a distance

of 0.12m

from the emitting surface and held in a metal mesh box (0.1 x 0.1x 0.05 m) at a fixed
position 40 cm from the outlet of the trough with a constant configuration factor value of
about 0.65. This value was obtained by calculation using Hong's fonnula and it was used

to catculate the heat intensity. The heat flux that reached the peas' surface under each
operating condition ( airlgas ratio) was considered constant during the micronization. The

total radiation energy reaching the processed material surface included the incoming
radiative energy from the top surface of the processed material and the radiative energy
coming from the bottom trough. The total heat flux reaching the material surface can be
calculated as:

(4-6)

Qr = Qi-¡ + Clø-,t

where q, =

uhe

total energy flux per unit area per unit time arriving at the surface of

the material (W/m'?)

Q¡-j = Qo-e.ú + clo-"-ú + qo-¡.þ

(4-7\

where: Ç¡_¡ = incoming heat flux arriving at the top surface of the material (W/mt)
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ø

= the coverage rate (%)

The subscripts:

(i)

refers to the incoming radiation arriving at the top surface of the

processed materials, (o) refers to outgoing radiation from the indicated surface, (e) the
emitter surface, (a) open area or ambient air, and (b) refers to the incoming radiation
reaching the surface of the processed materials from the bottom trough.

(4-8)

Qo-e=clo+Qn

Ço_e =

where; e o_"

(e" oT! r pe

e

j ofl

).F"_¡

= the total heat flux leaving the emitter

surface and reaching the material

(wm")

Qo

=

the totalemissive power of the emitter surface (W/m")

In

=

the energy emitted by the processed material and reflected back
by the emitter surface (W/m'z)

Te

=

Tj =

the emitter surface temperature (K)
the material surfae,e temperature (K)

€e = the hemispherical

€¡ =

total emissivity of the emitter surface

the processed materialemissivity
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(4-e)

The emitter surface reflectivity

is p. = ( _ e )
"

Ço-a

=e" oT! .Fa-j

(4-10)

where: Qo-"= the total heat flux reaching the material surface from the open area of
the ambient air (W/m")
ft is assumed that d a

* pa = 1 and there should

be

no reflection of radiation

toward the material from the open area, therefore, €
a= 7

Ta

=

open area or ambient air temperature(K)

Fj_i = g The material can not view itself, therefore, eo_j = 0

F"_j +F"_j +F¡_¡ =1

(4-11)

where: F"_j=0.65, Fj_¡ =0 ,and F^_j=(1 -0.65=0.35)
F"-j = the view factor or the fraction of radiation

leaving the emítter surface

(e) that is intercepted by the materialsurface (J)
Fa-

j

= the fraction of radiation coming from the open area or the ambient

air

(a) and is intercepted by the material surface (J) and the fraction of

lR radiation emitted by the trough walls is considered to be at the
surrounding air temperature.
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During micronization, material bounced back and forth and came to contact with the bottom

trough while moving along the vibrating trough. The space separating the trough and the
material is very small ,therefore, the configuration factor between the bottom trough and the
processed material can be assumed to be one. The magnitude of radiation that can reach

the,bottom trough is mainly depend on the trough coverage. A portion of the emitted
radiation reaching the bottom trough will be partially absorbed or reflected. The reflected
portion is lost to the surrounding, it either strikes the bottom surface of the processed
material, or strikes the emitter surface where Ít may re-reflected and reach the material top
surface again. The absorbed portion is used to heat the trough and the processed material
is heated by conduction when it comes in contact with the heated trough

The net radiant heat exchange between the trough and material is difficult to calculate. ln
order to simpliñy the solution, only the energy emitted by the bottom trough was included.

The lR energy lost to the surrounding is neglected because it is mainly used to heat the
enclosure or this energy is absorbed by the water vapor and carbon dioxide present in the
medium. Trough walls are considered part of the surrounding airtemperature. The amount
of energy reflected bythe bottom trough and striking backthe lowersurface of the material
or re-reflected by the emitter surface onto the top surface of the material is atso considered

negligible.

The energy emitted by the bottom trough to the lower surface of the material is mainly
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depend on the trough temperature and can be expressed as follows:
Q ø-¡

eo-ø =

= Q o-ø-Ø -

(4-12)

(eo.o.Tt' ).Fn_¡

(4-13)

where: cl ø-j = the heat flux leaving the bottom trough and arriving at the materiat
(wm'?)
e

b = the bottom trough emissivity

Tb = the bottom trough temperature (K)
ln the calculation of the radiation heat flux from the bottom trough to the tower surface of
the processed material, only the energy emitted by the trough was included. The total heat

flux arriving at the top and bottom surface of the processed material is obtained by adding

the heat flux arriving from the top to the heat flux from the bottom.

Equation 4-5 evaluates the heat flux or (intensity) of lR radiation upon the material surface.
It is expected that the total radiation heat flux per unit area and per unit time arriving at the

materialsurface increases as the emitting surface temperature increases and.decreases
as the distance from emitter increases because of the absorption by the atmosphere and

the reduction of view factor.
Table 4.5 shows the values of the total heat flux incident upon the yellow peas surface at

a 12 cm separation

distancæ between the emitter and the treated material (constant

configuration factor of 0.65). For an average emitting surface temperature of 6g5, 735,
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Table 4.5 lnfrared energy transformation efficiency of gas fired (Micronizer; MR2
Micronizing Company UK, Ltd.) at a separation distance 12 cmand three
different airlgas ratios

Average
temperature

Totalemissive
power

Total heat flux at

("c)

(kw)

(kw

695

15.8

5.6

0.35

735

18.9

6.5

0.34

755

20.5

7.0

0.34
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material surface

IR
transformation
efficiency

and 755'C, the radiation intensity upon the material surface was found to be (5.6 kW)

,

at airþas level 5.0, (6.5 kW) at air/gas level 7.5, and (7.0 kW) at airþas level 10. Using the

total heat flux arriving at the material surface and the total emissive power of the emitter
listed in Table 4.5, the transformation of the lR energy efficiency from the natural gas using
gas fired micronizer was defined with the following equation.

E

n=,

(4-14',)

Ç,

where: E

= the total emissive power of the lR emitter (Eq: 4-3) (Wm'z)

Q, = the total heat flux reaching the material surface (Eq. a-5) (Wm1.

It should be noted that the lR energy transformation efficiency is calculated as an average

value based on the average value of the emitting surface, material, trough and surrounding
air temperature. From the titerature (lncopera and DeWitt, 1992), the average emissivity

of polished stainless steels ( trough material) at temperature of 600"C is about 0.20. The
porous ceramic tile reflectivity is about 0.17. Air emissivity is taken as outdoor emissivity
of 0.95. These values were used in the calculation of the heat flux arriving at the processed

material surface.
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From Table 4.5, the lR energy transformation efficiency from lR emitter to the processed

material is mainly effected by surface temperature. The maximum efficiency reached as
high as 35o/o atemitting surface temperature 695"C. This value is much below that in the

literature of 60%. The reason Ís believed to be due to small coverage rate which is
estimated to be approxem ately

48o/o

of the total trough area. Another possible reason is

that the separation distance of 12 cm between the lR emitting surface and the material.
Such distance may not be the optimum separation distance for a maximum value of the
configuration factor and the highest absorption efficiency of radiant energy by yellowpeas.
Numerical calculations by Hong (2003) show 15% increase of configuration factor as the

separation distance decreases to

I cm. A study by Ginzburg (1969) suggested that the

optimum separation distance required to achieve the highest absorption efficiency of
radiant energy by biological material is mainly depends on the wavelength and the type of

processed material.

4-2-3. Measurement of mass flow rate, trough coverage and residence time.

As explained earlier, the mass flow rate, trough coverage rate, and the residence time of
peas while being processed is controlled by adjusting a vibrator attached to the feed hopper

or by changing the trough slope. The flow of material from the feed hopper can be
increased also by increasing the gap size of the feed hopper to allow for more material

flow. ln the present study, the trough angle was set at zero mark throughout the
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investigation. The control panel of the vibrator and the hopper outlet were kept at the same

position throughout the experiments.

lt is important to mention that, in this series of

experiments, these three parameterc were measured at the same tÍme during every and
each experiment.

Table 4.6 shows the average results, for mass flow rate, trough coverage rate, and
residence time for different initial moisture content of yellow peas. The results show that

seeds exit the micronizer at a wide band of residence time. The residence times of
individual peas passing through the trough under the burners range from 37 lo 132s with
overall average of 64 s for peas tempered to approxímately 30% initial moisture content,
34 to

1

10 s with overall average of 62 s for peas tempered to 25o/o moisture content, and

27 to 89 s with overall average of 56 s for peas tempered to 20o/o moisture content. The

residence time distribution of peas under the conditions used during this investigation
indicates wide spread of a resideneæ time. The average residence time was chosen to
represent the true middle time over which the majority of seeds exit the micronizer. For
peas at 30% mc, about 30% of the seeds flowthrough the micronizer showed a degree of
skewness toward a higher residence time than the average residence time. The residence

time distribution of peas at 20 and 25o/o mc show that about 75o/o of seeds

exit

the

micronizer in a narrow band of time clustered around the average residence time. Higher
initial moisture contents caused a higher average residence time. The reason may be due
to the retention of seeds in certain areas of the micronizer. Another reason for a wide
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Table 4.6 The average values of mass flowrate, trough coverage, and residential during
the micronization of yellow peas initially tempered to approxímately 20, ZS,
and 30% mc

lnitial moisture

Average mass

Average

Average

Final moisture

content

flowrate,

trough

residentialtime

content

(% wb)

(kg/mín)

coverage rate

(s)

21.5r 1.0

0.78x0.14

0.421 0.06

56* 32

19.9* 0.6

26.0t 0.5

0.61r 0.14

0.481 0.06

62*,40

24.0x 0.5

30.5t 1.5

0.541 0.13

0.54r 0.04

64x 54

28.3*.0.7

Overall
0.64

*

0.14

0.48

*

average
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0.06

61

t6

(% wb)

variation of the residence time was the difficulty of setting the exact slope and the vibratory
speed throughout the study. A study by (Cinq et al., 2003) found that the elevation of the

slope resulted in an increased mean residence time and coefficient of variation, whereas
increasing the speed of vibratoryfeeder lowered the coefficient of variation and the degree
of skewness. Thevariation in physicalcharacteristics of peas including shape and size may

have contributed to the error. lt is expected that higher residence time results in more
moisture removal and lower mass flow rate. The average vatue

of moisture loss for peas

cûrrespondstotheaverageresidencetimeandwasabout 1.6,2.0,and2.2o/o(wb)forpeas
tempered to approximately 20,25, and 30% mc, respectively. The limited difference of the

total moisture loss of about 0.6% (wb) was probably due to the different in the average
residence time.

At a higher initial moisture content, the mass of peas collected at the ouflet of the trough
for any period of time was less then that of peas processed at lower moisture content. tt

can be observed in Table 4.6 that the decrease of mass flow rate with the increase of
moisture content corresponds to change in the residence. The results of the average mass
flowrate were 0.78, 0.61, and 0.54 kg/min for peas tempered to approximately 20,25, and

30% mc. lt was observed that at higher moisture contents the concentration of the seeds
at the micronizer inlet increased and peas which were small in size stayed for a longer time
on the micronizertrough than large peas. Also, the trough coverage plays an important role

in the lR energy transformation efficiency from the emitter surface to the processed
material.
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Table 4.6 shows the average results of trough coverage rates obtained forthe experiments

under the same operational condition during the mass flow rate measurements. The
measured results were 0.42,0.48, and 0.54 for peas tempered to approximately 20,25,
and 30o/o mc. Higher initialmoisture contents caused the concentration of the seeds atthe
micronizer inlet. lt is likely that the trapped seeds stay longer on the trough which increases
the trough coverage ratio.

4-24 Temperature change of peas during micronization.

Temperature measurements of peas during micronization were conducted at a fixed
position which was 35 cm from the outlet of the micronizer and at 12 cm separation
distance from the surface of the emitter (view faclor of 0.65). Peas were tempered to 20,
25, and 30% mc and micronized at three levels of lR heat intensity. Figures 4.11 shows a

representativetemperature historyof six individual peastempered initiallyto approximately
30% mc and exposed to lR heat intensity of about 53 kWmz. lt can be observed in Figure
4.11 that all the traits show a similar heating pattern. The temperature curve has a steep

slope in the first g0 s and at this point the kernel temperature exceeded 100"C. After
approximately 90

s of exposer to lR radiation, an increase in a

spredibilíty of the

temperature value of about 15'C is observed. This is probably due to the affect of
evaporative cooling on kernelwith a higher moisture content. Another possible reason is
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that, individual parts of the lR emitter were heated to a different temperatures (Fig 4.10)
which caused an increase in kemel temperature positioned under these hot spots. The
temperature histories of all different treatments are shown ín the appendix C.

To obtain the temperature change characteristics during micronization, the temperature
readings oftheinteriorofsixpeas (thermocouplesNoCHl2toCHlS)wereaveragedfor
each trail and the best fit line was then generated Figure 4.11 .lt was assumed that the best

fit line can be obtained with third degree polynomials and the selected ternperature-time
relationship for all treatments is as follows:

T=To+at+bt2+cts
where: T
To

a,b,c

(4-15)

= temperature ("C)

= initial temperature

fC)

= coefficients

=

exposed time (s)

ThevalueofthecoefficientsofthepolynomialsforvariouslRtreatmentsof peas at20,25,
and 30% inÍtial mc are listed in Table (a) in Appendix C. The derivative of equation 4-1S

was used to define the rate of the temperature change (dT/dÐ with respect to the
micronization time:
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dT

dt

=

"r

2bt + 3ct2

Figure 4.12 shows the rate of the temperature change for peas

(4-16)

at 25% initial mc and

micronized under three different heat intensities. With a greater heat intensity, a greater
maximum temperature change of peas at an earlier processing time is observed. The
maximum temperature change per second is about 1 .6"C/s with lR intensity 53 kW/m2 and
1-1 'G/s with lR intensity 41 kWlm2. The greatest temperature change occurred in the first

60s of micronization. After g0 s of lR heating, the slope of the curve started to levet off and
the change in temperature occurred at a slower rate for alt treatments. Temperature change

of the all different treatment are shown

in appendix C.

Figure 4.13 shows a variation of the average temperature in the peas tempered to ZO%
(wb) initial moisture content and exposed to 3 levels of heat intensity ( Hl= 41, g,and 53

kWm'z). lt is evident that the maximum average temperature increased with the increase

of heat intensity. Figure 4.14 shows the results obtained for the experiments during
micronization of yellow peas tempered

to 20,25,and 30% mc and exposed to lR heat

intensity of 53 kWm2. The results show, the effect of initial moisture content on the final
temperature of the micronized peas. The value of peas temperatures were inversely related
to their initial moisture content. lt is a result of the evaporative cooling effect.
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There was more free water available for higher moisture content peas. As a results a higher

quantity of latent energy was used to vaporize moisture from the surface and, therefore,
there was less heat available to increase kernel's temperature.

4-2-5 Moisture change during micronízation.

Figures 4.15 show a representative moisture content history of peas tempered initially to

approximately

25Ö/o

mc and exposed to lR heat intensÍty of about 53 kWmz. As with the

temperature history, the moisture content history of four trails follow a similar pattern in the
first 90 s with a standard deviation of 2o/owb. Large discrepancies among the trails were
observed after g0 s of micronization. The average standard deviation at the end of 150s
was about 6% wb. This was probably due to the sample position under the emitters,

Figure 4.15 shows a gradual decrease in moisture content to about 22

o/o

(wb) in the first

90 s. This was followed by a more rapid change in moisture content to about téy" (wO).
This was attributed to a state of equilibrium of moisture and heat transfer at the initial period
in which the lR energy was used to increase the peas temperature and to vaporize moisture

from the material surface. As a pea surface temperature increased overtime, moisture from

the inside begin to diffuse to the outer surface. When the surface moisture content
decreased to a certain point (critical moisture) and the moisture migration no longer kept
up with the surface evaporation, the evaporation process probably takes place within the
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peas. The moisture content history of peas at 20, and 30o/o mc exposed to heat intensity

53 kWm2 are shown in the appendix D.

To obtain moisture change characteristics during micronization, the moisture content
rneasurements of the four trails were averaged for each treatment and the best fit line was

then generated as shown in Figure 4.15. To fit the experimental data, a third degree
polynomial was used to minimize the sum of squares of the differences between the runs.

The selected temperature-time relationship for all treatments was expressed by the
following equation:

trtc = mci + a't + b't2 + c't3

where:

mc

= moisture content (% wb)

ffict

= initial moisture content (% wb)

a',b',c'

f

(4-17)

= coefficients
= exposure time (s)

The derivative of Êq.4-17 was used to define the moisture change over time (dlrrl/dfl as.

dM

;=a'+2b't+3c't2
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(4-18)

The values of the coefficients of the polynomials for various lR treatments of peas at 20,
25, and 30% initial mc are listed in Table (a) in the Appendix D.

Figure 4'16 shows the rates of moisture change for peas tempered to approximately

20o/o

mc and micronized underthree lR heat intensity levels. This figure illustrates the effect of

heat intensity on moisture change. lt can be notice that the slope of moisture change has

a negative value and decreases as peas are being micronized. The initial decrease of
moisture change for a period of about 80 s is due to the moisture migration to the surface

followed by a higher increase of moisture change due to an increase of the temperature
and mass transfer. The values of the moisture change rate for peas at25, and 30% initial
moisture content and exposed to three different heat intensiries are shown in Appendix D.

As the heat intensity varies. The lR energy delivered by the emitters to the moisture
removalchanges too . Figure 4.17 illustrates moisture history of yellow peas tempered to
approximalely 20o/o mc and micronized under three ditferent lR intensities. The lR heat
intensities selected are the same as those used in the temperature hístory experiments.
Even though the emitting surface temperature varies by less than 10%, the kernels final
temperature vary by

15o/o

and the final moisture content vary by 30%. The reason is that

the moisture removal is very sensitive to the emitting surface temperature, therefore, the
radiative intensity can be considered as one of the most effective ways to control the
process. Moisture content histories of peas tempered initially to 25, and
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exposed to three different heat intensities are shown in Appendix D.

Results shown in Figure 4.18 illustrate the effect of the initial moisture content on the

moisture history during micronization of yellow peas at20,25,and 30% mc and exposed

to lR heat intensity of 49 kW/mz. lt is assumed that peas with the higher moisture content
will evaporate more water for an identical processing time as a result of increasing the lR
absorption efficiency for higher moisture contents. The initial moisture content between the

three runs had a difference of

10o/o

mc (wb). The ditference in the final moisture content

between the three runs was 9 % (wb). The experimental results have shown that initial
moisture content had nearly no effect on moisture removal. Underthe operating conditions
used in this investigation, 25 to

35o/o

of moisture removed

in the first 60% (90s) of the total

processing time. The remaining 70o/o of the moisture was removed in the final

40o/o

of the

exposure time- The results have also shown that different heat intensities significanly
affected the kernelfinaltemperature and final moisture content. lnitial moisture content had
an effect on the kernelfinaltemperature but had no significant effect on peas final moisture

content over the exposer time employed.
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4-2-6 Moisture-temperature response determination.

Heat intensity was found to be relatively more important then initial moisture c,ontent during

measurement of moisture and temperature changes. The peas temperatures were very
sensitíve to mass transfer and moisture diffusion. Moisture removal was not affected by
mass transfer especialty in the first gOs of micronization but it was very sensitive to heat
intensity under operating conditíons used in this study.

Minimum value of moisture change ratios were experienced at the initial stage of exposer

to lR radiation. During this stage, the lR energy is mostly used to increase the kernel
temperature. The slope of the moisture change curve show initial decrease of moisture
change rate followed by a period of a gradual increase in a negative value for the fÌrst
90 s. Over time, sharp decrease in moisture change ratio in the last 60 s can be observed.

This was attributed to the fact that, the centre of the kerneltemperature increase to more

than 100'C and moisture begins to ditfuse to the surface. Maximum values of temperature
changes were experienced at onset of kernel exposer to lR radiation. This stage was
followed by a decrease almost linearly forthe first g0 s. beyond this duration, temperature
change ratio started to level off while moisture was stillchanging in an increasing rate. The

moisture-temperature response (dM/dT) was determined

by dividing the

moisture

derivatives dM/dt by the temperature derivatives dT/dt for an identical processing time:
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dM
__

/

dT-1-

ff|rfft

( 4-1e)

The negative slope of the moisture change characteristic results in a negative
dM/dTvalue.

Figure

4.lg shows the regression curves of dM/dT for yellow peas tempered initially to

approximately 30% mc and exposed to 53 kWm2 heat intensÍty. Figure 4.20
shows the
regression curves of moisture-temperature response for yellow peas
tempered to 2¡o/omc
and exposed to three different intensities. lt can be deduced that for lR heat
intensity

of 41,

49, and 53 kW/m'zand in the first g0 s of processing time, the linear change
of both
moisture content and temperature change resulted in the dM/dT value approximately
close

to zero. lt should be noticed that the sharp decrease in the dM/dT curve at the
last S0 s
(Fig a.2O) is proportionalto the slope of moisture change
curve whÍch clearly indicates the

predominant function of the moisture change behaviour over
temperature change in tast
50 s.

The difference in dM/dT values caused by the different heat intensities
is noticeable when

the initial moisture content is about

20o/o

(wb)but tend to diminish when the initial moisture
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content increases lo

30o/o

or when 49 and 53 kWmz heat intensity is used. The average

value of dM/dT increases with the increase of moisture content and heat intensity
(Appendix E) probably due to the increase of the mass transfer resistance and evaporation
cooling at the first stage of the process which results in the accumulation of the lR energy

absorbed by the dry matter.

Since the mechanistic model that relates moisture change

to

temperature change is

unknown, the moisture and temperature change must be identified carefully using the
experimental data under all operation conditions. lt is necessary to build an empirical
relationship relating these two variables with respectto micronization time. This relationship

can be used to describe a behaviour of the moisture-temperature response of the
processed material at different initial moisture contents and heat intensities during
micronization with respect to time.

The objective was to find a formula that minimized the differences between the
experimental dlvUdT values and the predicted one. The objective criterion was expressed
by the following formula:

dM
dT

-

10-8

t"

-=
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(4-20)

where: / =

exposure time (s)

¡2 = powêr index, this index was found to be in the range between 3.5 to 3.g for
the different treatments used in this investigation.

The identified values of the power index in a constitutive operating condition in this study
are listed in Table 4.6.

Comparisons between the experimental and predicted moisture-temperature response for

peas a|25, and 30% initial moisture contents and exposed to heat intensity of 41 k\Nlmz
are presented in Figures 4.21, and 4.22. The variations of moisture-temperature response

calculated by the power formula are very close to the data determined experimentalty,

although

a certain discrepancy is found between them. The discrepancies

between

experimental and predicted results are observed at the end of micronization process and
at higher initial moisture contents (Fi14.23, and appendix E). This might be due to the use
of average value of moisture history trails where a large discrepancies among trails were

found. This may support the conclusion that the polynomial equation does not represent
an excellent fit. The second reason might be due to the experimental measurements and

calculation errors. This simplified method provides a quick estimation of the moisturetemperature response to be used in the development of a mathematical modelto predict
moisture and temperature change of peas during micronization.
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¡ = powêr index in Equation (4-ZO).

Table 4.7 Power index in Equation 4-38 of moisture-temperature response
associated with yellow peas during micronization,

Moisture
content o/o
(wb)

41 kWm2

49 kWm'z

53 kW/m'z

20

3.60

3.70

3.80

25

3.55

3.65

3.75

30

3.50

3.55

3.65

Poryer index (n)
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

The study resulted in the following conclusions:

1.

The emissivity of yellow peas of

1Ùo/o

mc measured with a reference emitter method

during heating in the temperature range between 300 and 373 K was 0.74 to 0.g6,
respectively. When the emissivity of the same sample was measured with the same
method but during cooling, the results follow the same pattern and for the temperature
decrease from 373 to 312K, the emissivity value decreased from 0.g6 to 0.70, respectively.
For a relatively narrow temperature range, the over all emissivty can be estimated of about

0.85.

Emissivity of yellow peas at20 and 30% measured with reference emitter method during

heating and forthe same range of temperature was 0.65 and 0.60 at 300 K, respectively,
and recorded a value of 1.0 for both moisture contents at 380 K. As the emissivity of 1.0
is reservedfora perfectemittersurface (blackbody), therefore, the method chosen was not

capable of handling high moisture samples resulting in unaccurate values. However, lt is
practical and appropriate to use the maximum value of 0.96 for operating temperature
greater then 373 K for peas at 10, 20, and 30% mc.
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Peas emissivity was also measured with surface response method where the emissivity
value on the pyrometer was preset to 0.85. The temperature reading by the pyrometer in
comparing to thermocouples in the range of 353 to 368 K were in an excetlent agreement

for peas ol

2.

10o/o

wb moisture content

The moisture-temperature response of yellow peas tempered to 20, 25, and 30% mc

and exposed to three different heat intensities changed its magnitude from a value close
to zero during the first 90 s of processing to a negative value (due to rapid moisture loss)

reaching rapidly an average value of -0.5 to -5.0 (o/of Cl at 150 s of processing. For the
processing time between g0 s and 150 s, the moisture-temperature response magnitude

depended on moisture content change and to a less extent on temperature change.

3.

An empirical relationship for temperature-moisture response during 150 s of

micronization was developed as
independent variable

a power function with the micronization time as the

,dYdf = - l0-B.f

, . The power coefficient

was determined to be in

the range between 3.5 to 3.8 depending on initial moisture content
intensity (41 - 53 kWmJ.
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APPENDIX A
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The present research has investigated somefundamentalaspects of peas processing with

lR energy. lnformation obtained from this study facilitated the development of
rnathematical model

a

to accurately predict temperature change during micronization,

leading to an improvement of lR processing.

1. The present knowledge

in the literature

aboutthe total and spectral radiation properties

of biological materials is far from complete. lt is recommended that further research on
food material radiation properties should be carried out especially the spectral absorptivity
of biologicalmateriat. Knowing the absorption characteristicof the processed materialcan

help in the design of micronizers that have a spectral emission peak similar to the spectral

absorption peak of a material.

2. Emissivity values obtáined in this work should not be considered as absolute. More
experiments must be performed to confirm the emissivity dependency on temperature.

3. One aim of this research was to develop a method to evaluate the hemispherical total
emissivity of yellow peas. lt is the property of a prime concern in most radiation balance
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emissivity of yellow peas. lt is the property of a prime concern in most radiation balance
equations and in the development of a rnathematicaf model describing the micronizqtíon
process. The apparent simplicity of the equipment and instrumentation, combined with the
apparent inherent accuracy makes this method very attractive to researcher. Furthermore,

the calorimetric method is the simplest method available for direct measurements of the
hemisphericat total emissivity. The equipment required for calorimetric determinatiqn is
considerably simpler than that required for both radiometric and reflectance methods. The
equipment is commercially available and does not require highly skilled operators.

The major challenges that made the measurement difficult using this method were the
sample preparation and the heating method. Yellowpeas are small in size and it is difficult

to connect a single kernel to power leads and thermocouples. Relatively low thermal
conductivity of peas make it difficult to obtain uniform temperature distribution. Following
is a description of the method and apparatus that could be used in further investigation of

hemispherical total

em

issivity.

4.1. Calorimetric total hemispherical emissivity device

fn these type of measurements, the specific heat, mass, and surface area of the sar¡rple

must be known in order to compute the emissivity. There are several design features that
must be ineorporated into the apparatus. First, the sample must be almost totally ther.mally
127

isolated from its surroundings. Second, the provision must be made for accurately
monitoring the temperature of the sample. The accuracies of emissivity measurements by

calorimetric techniques are almost entirely dependent upon the accuracy

of

the

temperature measurement. Third, the apparatus for calorimetric technique must be
designed to make the errors ca)used by conductive heat losses through power leads and

heat losses through convection caused by gas residual as small as possible.

The device operates on the principle that a body, thermally isolated in a vacuum will
absorb incident radiation energy according to its absorptivity for that radiation, and it will
emitthermal energy according to its total hemisphericalemissivity. For a given materialthe
absorptivity will depend generally upon the spectral distribution of the incident radiation,
and emissivity will depend on the temperature of the materiar.

There are five major components of the apparatus:

1.

the vacuum chamber

2.

the energy source

3.

the cooling system

4.

the temperature recorder

5.

power intensity measuring equipment.

Figure (1 ) show a schematic diagram of the apparatus. The vacuum chamber consist of
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5mm thick wall of copper cylinder 0.20 m in diameter by 0.30 m in height. The chamber is

connected to a control vacuum manifold by steel pipe, and the entire assembly can be
evacuated by a pump, which is connected to the lower end. A 0.10 m port is provided at
the top of the chamber is the fill and vent tubing for water cooled bath, which is used to
cool the inner wall of the chamber. All of the inner wall surfaces and the radiation shields

are painted with a black coating to prevent radiation from chamberwalts to the sample and
the reflection of sample radiation back by the chamber. The test chamber should be
designed to attain a high vacuum. The test is not considered satisfactory unless the
chamber pressure

it 10* mm Hg or less. A Large pumping area is provided to utilize the

maximum pumping capacity of the pump. The pressure is measured with an ionization
gauge which is located at the bottom of the test chamber. At this pressure the return of
residual gas and vapor particles to the test sampte is minimized bythe small sample area
relative to the chamber area and by the rough surface and low temperature of the chamber

wallwhich capture these particles by both absorption and condensation.

Holes are drilled through the top port through which pass the thermocouples and power
leads. These leads are chosen small enough to minimize the heat conduction losses. But

large to support the sample. During the measurement, the walls of the chamber are
maintained at the temperature of the cooling water. A heating element mounted inside the

sample is provided with electrical power to maintain the sarnple temperature at a given
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value. The power is supplied to the sample heater by a constant voltage and the power
level is controlled by the output voltage setting on the power supply. The temperature of
the sample surface is measured by 36gauge thermocouples which are peened to surface
of the sample . The thermocouples are forced to a good thermal contact with the sample.
EpoxV is used to locks the thermocouples in place and maintain good thermal contact.

Two procedure may be employed to determine the emissivity with this apparatus. These
will be termed the steady state , and the transient method

ln the transient method, a sample with known mass(m), surface area,(A), and specific
heat,(cp ) is suspended in a vacuum, so that radiation from the sample isthe predominant
mode of heat transfer. The amount of power radiated is then determined by the rate of
change of temperature. The sample is heated to a temperature above that at which
emissivity is desired. The sample temperature history is recorded, from which the sampte
temperature increase ordecay rate, (dT/dt), may be determined. lf the temperature of the
sqmple keeps changing, the net radiant heattransferto orfrom the sample can be retated

to the temperature and rate of temperature change. The emissivity can be computed
during heat gain or loss by the sample from the measured rate of radiant heat transfer,
geometry of the system , and the temperature of the sample and its surroundings.
The energy gain by a sample contain moisture is then equalto:
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The sample temperature gain rate dT/dt for completely dry sample of peas can be
calculated as follow:

the term

*"p
dTs

dt

-=

h*

dm

dr=o

dTs

At=çl-AoeQ:-f:)
(q- Ao eQ;

(e)

-rÐ)

(10)

The total hemisphericalemissivity of peas can also be calculated from temperature
decay
curve data. ln this transient method the sample is heated inside a vacuum chamber
to a

temperature higher then the target temperature and then allowed to cool. the rate
of
temperature decay and energy loss by the sample is equatto:
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The steady state method can be described as a power input is provided to the sample and
emissivity determined from the condition found at achievement of steady state. Attainment
of steady state is indicated by the sample surface temperature remaining constant over an

extended period of time. When this is noted, the necessary data is recorded. ln order to
determine the amount of power dissipated withln the interior of the sample, it is necessary

to determine the amount of power that is dissipated within the power leads outside of the
sample and the thermal conduction awayfrom the sample through the thermocouples and
power leads. From the knowledge of the currentthrough, and totalvoltage across the leads,
the powerdissipated within the sample is determined. From the temperature of the sample,

the chamber walls temperature, and the sample surface area, the emissivity is then
determined.

When the steady state is reached, the power absorbed from the internal heater by the
sample is equal to the power radiated from the sample and the rate of change of thermal
energy with time (dT/dt) in the sample becomes zeÍo. Consider an internally heated dry
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sample with known surface area (A), mass (m), and specific heat, (cp) suspended by Íts
power leads within an evacuated black chamber. Power (q)is supplied to dry sample by an
internal electric heater.

During the transient state, the rate change of thermal energy with time (t) in the sample is

equalto the power absorbed from the internal heater minus the thermal power radiated
from the sample. The heat balance equation is therefore:

dTs

-"pi=

q- Ao eQ: - r:)

(13)

Equation (13) can be used to predict the rate of temperature change and thus the
emissivity during the transient state. When the sample and the chamber are both at steady
state temperature. The heat balance equation of the system at equilibrium is then given by:

Q=AoeTro-r:)
dT

where: mcp-; = Q
at

AoQ! -

(14)

and the emissivity is calculated as follows:

(15)

r:)
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4.2. Mathematical Background

ln this method, the emissivity measurement of biological materials is limited by the
maximum temperature allowed that sample should reach without modiffing the chemical
composition and physicalproperties of the sample. This temperature is usually>350 k and
can be controlled by amount of power supplied to through the leads. The transient analysis
can be usefulin determining the equilibrium temperature more accurately,if the power (q),
mass(m), sample surface area (A), specific heat (cp) are known. We could use the starting
point ( the initial point) (To,to)and the ordinary differential equation (13) to find the value of

temperature (T) for any desired value of time (t).

One of the simplest and most accurate numerical methods for solving a differential
equation is the Runge-Kutta method. The equilibrium temperature is then determined from
the straight line when temperature remains constant. Fortemperature measurement over
a wide range it is usefulto plot the temperature as a function of heating time. To carry out

this analytic solution, the emissivity value can be assumed between to be 0.6 and 1.0 to
find the corresponding equilibrium temperature for each value of the assumed emissivity.

Measuring the emíssivity of dry biological material can be done easily using the steady
state method. Emissivity can be easily evaluated from equation (15), if the powersupplied
to the sample is known and the equilibrium state within the vacuum chamber is reached.
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4.3. Source of errors

The analysis of the calorimetrictechnique is developed from the basic heat batance of the
sample. The total error of this method is greatly dependent upon the experimental system,

technique, and procedure utilized. The assumption is made that the experimental system

has been designed to minimize or eliminate the system errors such as antireflection
between sample and surroundings. Care must be given to the design, construction, and
operation of a calorimetric instrument. Experimental results obtained with the calorimetric

method and reported in the literature have indicated that the procedure dose not
necessarily yield values which are consistent between different experiments and with

theory. Discrepancies between experimenters can be largely attributed
differences which is

to

a major difficulty in dealing with biological materials.

theoretical predictions

and

sample

Although

experimental results may not correspond in magnitude, all

experiments should follow the trend predicted by the theory.

The most direct and obvious procedure for examining the calorimetric method is by a study
of the errors involved in the expression used to compute the emissivity. There are two

types

of errors to be considered : random errors and systematic errors.

Random errors are the major limitation of the accuracy of the measurements made with this

method. These errors include the basic physical quantities of the sample: sample area,
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sample temperature, and surrounding temperature. Each of these quantities is subject to

different degrees of accuracy but the most important is the sample temperature. These
errors cannot be corrected for but the magnitude of these errors can be estimated.

The systematic errors are due to the following causes

1.

Thermal conduction losses through the leads.

2.

Variation in thermalemissivity with temperature

3.

Variation of specific heat of the substrate with temperature

4.

Heat loss due to residuat gas conduction

5.

Temperature gradient within the test sample

6.

Extraneous area and extraneous radiation.

4.3.1. General
The calorimetric method may be used in two ways: the transient and steady state. ln the
transient procedure all or part of the energy emitted by the sample is obtained from internal
heat capacity of the sample. The steady state technique monitors the heat supplied to the

sample under condition of thermodynamic equilibrium. The two methods are particular
forms of the more general equation of heat balance expression of the sample

As

e, o(T!)- Araro!Ð= As e, o(T! - T:)
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A frequent assumption utilized in reducíng the complexity of the above equation is that the

emissivity of the sample is equal to the absorptivity of the sample for radiation from the
chamber walls, and the reflectance term is neglected

.

For this elementary assumption to

be valid, certain restrictive conditions must be met in their use if valid results are to be
obtained. lt is necessary that the geometric and spectral conditions be compatible for all
three properties (emissivity, absorptivity, and reflectivity)

.

4.3.2. Conductivity of w¡res

This error can be minimized by suspending the sample from long thin wires. Assuming the
wires are infinity long; of isothermal cross section so that the temperature is only function

of distance atong the wire measured from the sample and the heat flow assumed to be
steady state, ( Gordon) gives the following equation for the heatflow through each leads
as:

q=,,liÀk' €n D'g; - sr;TE *

Or"fot

Due to uncertainty in the emissivity of the wire it is difficult to make an accurate correction

and therefore the error can be minimized by using a small diameter wires.
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4.3.3. Variation of thermal emissivity with temperature.

Thermal emissivity of metals varies with temperature. This is due to the variation in the
spectral emissivity with wavelength. This source of enor should be examined for biological
material to determine whether the emissivity is affected by the variation of temperature or
not.

4.3.4. Variation of specific heat with temperature.
The relationship between the temperature and specific heat may be considered at low
temperatures, approaching absolute zero where all specific heat values decrease. lf the
temperature range under which the process carried out is large, the variation of specific
heat must be considered. At ordinarytemperatures and overtemperature intervals that are

small, the effect on specific heat may be considered negligible.

4.3.5. Heat loss due to thermal conduction through the residual gas in the
vacuum chamber.
The vacuum required to eliminate conduction through the gas can be estimated by
calculating the number of molecules that impinge on the sample per unit time and per unit
arca. Assuming the average energy transfer per molecule cannot be greater than
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J

tK(r, - Tr)

.

the fractional error of emissivity due to thermal conduction through the gas in vacuum
chamber is given by Gordon as:

3 __,_
3
u, ;urru
- r")v/ e o(T| - rå) < ixvt

e

o

rj

This simplifies for air to:

E rToP'*
e

This error is negligible at pressure in thel0-7mm Hg or less pressure range.

4.3.6. Extraneous area

'

Possibly the entire sample is not covered with the surface whose emissivity is to be
measured. This error is serious if the emissivity vatue and the sample surface area are
small.

' This source of error can be calculated as follow: E
o = e " A"o
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(T] - få¡

4.3.7 . Extraneous radiation.

lf the chamberwalls are not perfectly black, some of the radiation from the sample will be

reflected back by the walls to the sample. This will cause the measured emissivity to be
less than the actual sample emissivity. This source of enor can be minimized by increasing

the

area and the emissivity of the chamber. This error can be estimated according to

Cristiansen's equation:

1 1(r
_=_+l_*ll_
eM

l'

' l.." )n"
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List of symbols

A

= Sample Area, m2

Aa = Extraneou"..e", rn2
Ag

=

Cylinder chamber ar"a, m2

D

=

powêr lead diameter, m

E

=

error due to gas conductivity

hfg

=

Latent heat of material, kJ/kg

k

= thermal conductiviÇ, W InZ.K

m

= Mass, kg

Mc

=

p

= gas pressure,

Tc

=

Te

= sample equilibrium temperatre,K

Moisture content,

7o

Pa

cylinder temperature, K

Tg = Sample temperature ,K
Tro

= Chamberwalltemperature, K

y

= the number of molecules.
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= Total hemispherical
c.

-M
€6

emissivity,

Measured emissivity
cylinder emissivity,

Absorpitivity

o
dT
dr

= Stefan-Boltezmann's constant,

= Rate of temperarure

change, k / s
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APPENDIX B. Yellow peas emissivity measurements
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APPENDIX C. Temperarure history of yellow peas during micronization
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Table a) Temperature change, coefficients in Eq (4-15 and 4-16)

Moisture
content
(%wb)

2Ùo/o

25%

30o/o

Coefficients in Eq (4-15)

ro('c)
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53
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2.Ox 1O-s

41
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10€
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x
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APPENDIX C: Temperature change of yellow peas
during micronization
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APPENDIX D: Mo¡sture content history of peas during micronization
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Table a) Moisture change, coefficients in Eq (4-17 and 4-18)

Coefficients in Eq (4-17)

Moisture
content
mco (%wb)

(o/owb)

20o/o
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30o/o

b'
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5.0 x
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APPENDIX D: Moisture change of yellow peas
during micronizatton
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APPENDIX E: Moisture-temperature respose of yetlow
peas during microni zation
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